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A Brief Introduction to 
Linux

Linux (often pronounced LIH-nuhks with a short "i") is a Unix-like operating system 
that was designed to provide personal computer users a free or very low-cost 
operating system comparable to traditional and usually more expensive Unix systems. 
Linux has a reputation as a very efficient and fast-performing system. Linux's kernel 
(the central part of the operating system) was developed by Linus Torvalds at the 
University of Helsinki in Finland. To complete the operating system, Torvalds and 
other team members made use of system components developed by members of the 
Free Software Foundation for the GNU Project. 

Linux is a remarkably complete operating system, including a graphical user interface, 
an X Window System, TCP/IP, the Emacs editor, and other components usually found 
in a comprehensive Unix system. Although copyrights are held by various creators of 
Linux's components, Linux is distributed using the Free Software Foundation's 
copyleft stipulations that mean any modified version that is redistributed must in turn 
be freely available. 

Unlike Windows and other proprietary systems, Linux is publicly open and extendible 
by contributors. Because it conforms to the Portable Operating System Interface 
standard user and programming interfaces, developers can write programs that can be 
ported to other operating systems. Linux comes in versions for all the major 
microprocessor platforms including the Intel, PowerPC, Sparc, and Alpha platforms. 
It's also available on IBM's S/390. Linux is distributed commercially by a number of 
companies. A magazine, Linux Journal, is published as well as a number of books and 
pocket references. 

Linux is sometimes suggested as a possible publicly-developed alternative to the 
desktop predominance of Microsoft Windows. Although Linux is popular among 
users already familiar with Unix, it remains far behind Windows in numbers of users. 
However, its use in the business enterprise is growing. 

Back to Content..
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Installing Linux

Linux is all about choice and freedom. There are different Linux distribution exists 
with different goals. It is good idea to define your goals and select Linux distribution 
as per your requirements.

The first thing you need to do before actually installing the operating system is to get 
hold of the installation disc. Here, the choice is Ubuntu 9.10 as it is considered the 
fastest growing operating system to date.

Step by step guide:-

Insert the CD in your CD/DVD-ROM device and reboot the computer in order to boot 
from the CD. Hit the F8, F11 or F12 key (depending on your BIOS) to select the 
CD/DVD-ROM as the boot device. 

Select your language when asked... 
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Select the second option "Install Ubuntu," and hit the "Enter" key...
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Wait for the CD to load into RAM...

You will see the wallpaper for a few seconds. When the installer appears, you will be 
able to select your native language for the entire installation process. Click the 
"Forward" button to continue... 
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Where are you? 

The second screen will feature a map of the Earth. Upon the selection of your current 
location, the time for the final system will adjust accordingly. You can also select your 
current location from the drop down list situated at the bottom of the window. Click 
the "Forward" button after you have selected your desired location...
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Test your keyboard 

On the third screen, you will be able to choose a desired keyboard layout. But the 
default automatic selection should work for most of you. Click the "Forward" button 
when you have finished with the keyboard configuration... 
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Hard disk partitioning 

You have four options here: 

1. If you have another operating system (e.g. Windows XP) and you want a dual boot 
system, select the first option: "Install them side by side, choosing between them at 
each startup." 

Editor's Note:  This option will ONLY appear if you have another operating 
system  installed,  such  as  Microsoft  Windows.  Remember  that,  after  the 
installation, the Windows boot loader will be overwritten by the Ubuntu boot 
loader! 

2. If you want to delete your existing operating system, or the hard drive is already 
empty and you want to let the installer automatically partition the hard drive for you, 
select the second option, "Use the entire disk." 
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Editor's Note: This option is recommended for most users who do not have another 
operating system installed or who want to erase an existing one, for example Windows 
OS. 

3. The third choice is "Use the largest continuous free space" and it will install Ubuntu 
9.10 in the unpartitioned space on the selected hard drive. 

4. The fourth choice is "Specify partitions manually" and it is recommended ONLY 
for advanced users, to create special partitions or format the hard drive with other 
filesystems than the default one. But it can also be used to create a /home partition, 
which is very useful in case of reinstalling the whole system.

Here's how you do a manual partitioning with /home: 

- Select the "Specify partitions manually (advanced) and click the "Forward" button;

- Make sure that the selected hard drive is the right one. /dev/sda is the first physical 
hard drive. /dev/sdb is the second hard drive in your machine. So, make sure that you 
know which is the one you want to format! Otherwise, you will lose ALL YOUR 
DATA on that hard drive;

- Let's say that the selected drive is empty (no other operating system or important 
data on it), but it has some partitions on it. Select each one of those partitions and 
click the "Delete" button. After a few seconds, it will say "free space". Do this with 
the other partitions from the selected hard drive, until they're all deleted and you have 
a single "free space" line;
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- With the "free space" line selected, click on the "Add" button. In the new window, 
type 2000 in the "New partition size in megabytes" field and select the "swap area" 
option from the "Use as:" drop down list. Click the OK button and, in a few seconds, 
you'll notice a "swap" line with the specified size;

- With the "free space" line selected, click on the "Add" button. In the new window, 
select  the "Primary" option, type a value between 10,000 and 50,000 in the "New 
partition size in megabytes" field and select / as the "Mount point".  Click the OK 
button and in a few seconds, you'll notice an "ext4 /" line with the specified size;

- With the "free space" line selected, click on the "Add" button. In the new window, 
select the "Primary" option, type a value between 30,000 and 50,000 (or whatever 
space you have left on the drive) in the "New partition size in megabytes" field and 
select /home as the "Mount point." Click the OK button and, in a few seconds, you'll 
notice an "ext4 /home" line with the specified size.

This is how your partition table should look like. If so, click the "Forward" button to 
continue with the installation... 
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WARNING: Be aware that all the data on the selected hard drive or partition will be 
ERASED and IRRECOVERABLE. 

Click the "Forward" button to continue with the installation... 

Who are you? 

On this screen, you must do exactly what the title says. Fill in the fields with your real 
name, the name you want to use to log in on your Ubuntu OS (also known as the 
"username," which will be required to log in to the system), the password and the 
name of the computer (automatically generated, but can be overwritten). 

Also at this step, there's an option called "Log in automatically." If you check the box 
on this option, you will automatically be logged in to the Ubuntu desktop. Click the 
"Forward" button to continue... 
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Are you really ready for Ubuntu? 

This is the final step of the installation. Here, you can select to install the boot loader 
on another partition or hard drive than the default one, but it is only recommended for 
advanced users. If someone is installing to a USB memory stick, as if it was a USB 
hard drive, then they should know that the installer will mess with their computer's 
hard disk drive MBR (thanks to Donald for the info on this one!).

Therefore, click the "Advanced" button and select the correct drive (the USB stick in 
this case)...
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Click the "Install" button to start the installation process... 

The Ubuntu 9.10 (Karmic Koala) operating system will be installed...
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After approximately 10 to 18 minutes (depending on your computer's specs), a pop-up 
window will appear, notifying you that the installation is complete, and you'll need to 
restart the computer in order to use the newly installed Ubuntu operating system. 
Click the "Restart Now" button...

The CD will be ejected; remove it and press the "Enter" key to reboot. The computer 
will be restarted and, in a few seconds, you will see the Ubuntu boot splash and 
Xsplash... 
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At the login screen, click on your username and input your password. Click Log 
In or hit Enter... 
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Have fun using Ubuntu 9.10!

Back to Content..
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Linux Commands
This is a linux command line reference for common operations.
Examples marked with • are valid/safe to paste without modification into 
a terminal, so
you may want to keep a terminal window open while reading this so you 
can cut & paste.
All these commands have been tested both on Fedora and Ubuntu.  

Command Description

• apropos whatis
Show commands 
pertinent to string. See 
also threadsafe

• man -t man | ps2pdf - > man.pdf
make a pdf of a manual 
page

 which command
Show full path name of 
command

 time command
See how long a 
command takes

• time cat
Start stopwatch. Ctrl-d to 
stop. See also sw

• nice info
Run a low priority 
command (The "info" 
reader in this case)

• renice 19 -p $$
Make shell (script) low 
priority. Use for non 
interactive tasks

dir navigation
• cd - Go to previous directory
• cd Go to $HOME directory

 (cd dir && command)
Go to dir, execute 
command and return to 
current dir

• pushd .
Put current dir on stack 
so you can popd back to 
it

file searching
• alias l='ls -l --color=auto' quick dir listing

• ls -lrt
List files by date. See 
also newest and 
find_mm_yyyy

• ls /usr/bin | pr -T9 -W$COLUMNS
Print in 9 columns to 
width of terminal

 find -name '*.[ch]' | xargs grep -E 'expr' Search 'expr' in this dir 
and below. See also 
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findrepo

 find -type f -print0 | xargs -r0 grep -F 'example'
Search all regular files 
for 'example' in this dir 
and below

 find -maxdepth 1 -type f | xargs grep -F 'example'
Search all regular files 
for 'example' in this dir

 
find -maxdepth 1 -type d | while read dir; do echo $dir; echo cmd2; 
done

Process each item with 
multiple commands (in 
while loop)

• find -type f ! -perm -444
Find files not readable by 
all (useful for web site)

• find -type d ! -perm -111
Find dirs not accessible 
by all (useful for web 
site)

• locate -r 'file[^/]*\.txt'
Search cached index for 
names. This re is like 
glob *file*.txt

• look reference
Quickly search (sorted) 
dictionary for prefix

• grep --color reference /usr/share/dict/words
Highlight occurances of 
regular expression in 
dictionary

archives and compression
 gpg -c file Encrypt file
 gpg file.gpg Decrypt file

 tar -c dir/ | bzip2 > dir.tar.bz2
Make compressed 
archive of dir/

 bzip2 -dc dir.tar.bz2 | tar -x
Extract archive (use gzip 
instead of bzip2 for 
tar.gz files)

 tar -c dir/ | gzip | gpg -c | ssh user@remote 'dd of=dir.tar.gz.gpg'
Make encrypted archive 
of dir/ on remote 
machine

 find dir/ -name '*.txt' | tar -c --files-from=- | bzip2 > dir_txt.tar.bz2
Make archive of subset 
of dir/ and below

 
find dir/ -name '*.txt' | xargs cp -a --target-directory=dir_txt/ 
--parents

Make copy of subset of 
dir/ and below

 ( tar -c /dir/to/copy ) | ( cd /where/to/ && tar -x -p )
Copy (with permissions) 
copy/ dir to /where/to/ 
dir

 ( cd /dir/to/copy && tar -c . ) | ( cd /where/to/ && tar -x -p )
Copy (with permissions) 
contents of copy/ dir 
to /where/to/

 
( tar -c /dir/to/copy ) | ssh -C user@remote 'cd /where/to/ && tar -x 
-p' 

Copy (with permissions) 
copy/ dir to 
remote:/where/to/ dir

 dd bs=1M if=/dev/sda | gzip | ssh user@remote 'dd of=sda.gz'
Backup harddisk to 
remote machine
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rsync (Network efficient file copier: Use the --dry-run option for testing)

 rsync -P rsync://rsync.server.com/path/to/file file
Only get diffs. Do 
multiple times for 
troublesome downloads

 rsync --bwlimit=1000 fromfile tofile
Locally copy with rate 
limit. It's like nice for I/O

 rsync -az -e ssh --delete ~/public_html/ remote.com:'~/public_html'
Mirror web site (using 
compression and 
encryption)

 rsync -auz -e ssh remote:/dir/ . && rsync -auz -e ssh . remote:/dir/
Synchronize current 
directory with remote 
one

ssh (Secure SHell)

 ssh $USER@$HOST command
Run command on 
$HOST as $USER 
(default command=shell)

• ssh -f -Y $USER@$HOSTNAME xeyes
Run GUI command on 
$HOSTNAME as 
$USER

 scp -p -r $USER@$HOST: file dir/
Copy with permissions to 
$USER's home directory 
on $HOST

 ssh -g -L 8080:localhost:80 root@$HOST
Forward connections to 
$HOSTNAME:8080 out 
to $HOST:80

 ssh -R 1434:imap:143 root@$HOST
Forward connections 
from $HOST:1434 in to 
imap:143

wget (multi purpose download tool)

•
(cd cli && wget -nd -pHEKk 
http://www.pixelbeat.org/cmdline.html)

Store local browsable 
version of a page to the 
current dir

 wget -c http://www.example.com/large.file
Continue downloading a 
partially downloaded file

 wget -r -nd -np -l1 -A '*.jpg' http://www.example.com/dir/
Download a set of files 
to the current directory

 wget ftp://remote/file[1-9].iso/
FTP supports globbing 
directly

•
wget -q -O- http://www.pixelbeat.org/timeline.html | grep 'a href' | 
head

Process output directly

 echo 'wget url' | at 01:00
Download url at 1AM to 
current dir

 wget --limit-rate=20k url
Do a low priority 
download (limit to 
20KB/s in this case)

 wget -nv --spider --force-html -i bookmarks.html Check links in a file
 wget --mirror http://www.example.com/ Efficiently update a local 

copy of a site (handy 
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from cron)
networking (Note ifconfig, route, mii-tool, nslookup commands are obsolete)

 ethtool eth0
Show status of ethernet 
interface eth0

 ethtool --change eth0 autoneg off speed 100 duplex full
Manually set ethernet 
interface speed

 iwconfig eth1
Show status of wireless 
interface eth1

 iwconfig eth1 rate 1Mb/s fixed
Manually set wireless 
interface speed

• iwlist scan
List wireless networks in 
range

• ip link show List network interfaces

 ip link set dev eth0 name wan
Rename interface eth0 to 
wan

 ip link set dev eth0 up
Bring interface eth0 up 
(or down)

• ip addr show
List addresses for 
interfaces

 ip addr add 1.2.3.4/24 brd + dev eth0
Add (or del) ip and mask 
(255.255.255.0)

• ip route show List routing table

 ip route add default via 1.2.3.254
Set default gateway to 
1.2.3.254

• tc qdisc add dev lo root handle 1:0 netem delay 20msec
Add 20ms latency to 
loopback device (for 
testing)

• tc qdisc del dev lo root
Remove latency added 
above

• host pixelbeat.org
Lookup DNS ip address 
for name or vice versa

• hostname -i
Lookup local ip address 
(equivalent to host 
`hostname`)

• whois pixelbeat.org
Lookup whois info for 
hostname or ip address

• netstat -tupl
List internet services on 
a system

• netstat -tup
List active connections 
to/from system

windows networking (Note samba is the package that provides all this windows specific 
networking support)

• smbtree
Find windows machines. 
See also findsmb

 nmblookup -A 1.2.3.4

Find the windows 
(netbios) name 
associated with ip 
address
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 smbclient -L windows_box
List shares on windows 
machine or samba server

 
mount -t smbfs -o fmask=666,guest //windows_box/share 
/mnt/share

Mount a windows share

 echo 'message' | smbclient -M windows_box
Send popup to windows 
machine (off by default 
in XP sp2)

text manipulation (Note sed uses stdin and stdout. Newer versions support inplace editing 
with the -i option)

 sed 's/string1/string2/g'
Replace string1 with 
string2

 sed 's/\(.*\)1/\12/g'
Modify anystring1 to 
anystring2

 sed '/ *#/d; /^ *$/d'
Remove comments and 
blank lines

 sed ':a; /\\$/N; s/\\\n//; ta'
Concatenate lines with 
trailing \

 sed 's/[ \t]*$//'
Remove trailing spaces 
from lines

 sed 's/\([\\`\\"$\\\\]\)/\\\1/g'
Escape shell 
metacharacters active 
within double quotes

• seq 10 | sed "s/^/      /; s/ *\(.\{7,\}\)/\1/" Right align numbers
 sed -n '1000p;1000q' Print 1000th line
 sed -n '10,20p;20q' Print lines 10 to 20

 sed -n 's/.*<title>\(.*\)<\/title>.*/\1/ip;T;q'
Extract title from HTML 
web page

 sed -i 42d ~/.ssh/known_hosts Delete a particular line
 sort -t. -k1,1n -k2,2n -k3,3n -k4,4n Sort IPV4 ip addresses
• echo 'Test' | tr '[:lower:]' '[:upper:]' Case conversion

• tr -dc '[:print:]' < /dev/urandom
Filter non printable 
characters

• history | wc -l Count lines
set operations (Note you can export LANG=C for speed. Also these assume no duplicate 
lines within a file)
 sort file1 file2 | uniq Union of unsorted files

 sort file1 file2 | uniq -d
Intersection of unsorted 
files

 sort file1 file1 file2 | uniq -u
Difference of unsorted 
files

 sort file1 file2 | uniq -u
Symmetric Difference of 
unsorted files

 join -a1 -a2 file1 file2 Union of sorted files

 join file1 file2
Intersection of sorted 
files

 join -v2 file1 file2 Difference of sorted files

 join -v1 -v2 file1 file2
Symmetric Difference of 
sorted files
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math

• echo '(1 + sqrt(5))/2' | bc -l
Quick math (Calculate 
φ). See also bc

• echo 'pad=20; min=64; (100*10^6)/((pad+min)*8)' | bc
More complex (int) e.g. 
This shows max FastE 
packet rate

• echo 'pad=20; min=64; print (100E6)/((pad+min)*8)' | python
Python handles scientific 
notation

•
echo 'pad=20; plot [64:1518] (100*10**6)/((pad+x)*8)' | gnuplot 
-persist

Plot FastE packet rate vs 
packet size

• echo 'obase=16; ibase=10; 64206' | bc
Base conversion 
(decimal to hexadecimal)

• echo $((0x2dec))
Base conversion (hex to 
dec) ((shell arithmetic 
expansion))

• units -t '100m/9.69s' 'miles/hour'
Unit conversion (metric 
to imperial)

• units -t '500GB' 'GiB'
Unit conversion (SI to 
IEC prefixes)

• units -t '1 googol' Definition lookup

• seq 100 | (tr '\n' +; echo 0) | bc
Add a column of 
numbers. See also add 
and funcpy

calendar
• cal -3 Display a calendar

• cal 9 1752
Display a calendar for a 
particular month year

• date -d fri
What date is it this 
friday. See also day

• [ $(date -d "tomorrow" +%d) = "01" ] || exit
exit a script unless it's the 
last day of the month

• date --date='25 Dec' +%A
What day does xmas fall 
on, this year

• date --date='@2147483647'
Convert seconds since 
the epoch (1970-01-01 
UTC) to date

• TZ=':America/Los_Angeles' date
What time is it on West 
coast of US (use tzselect 
to find TZ)

 
echo "mail -s 'get the train' P@draigBrady.com < /dev/null" | at 
17:45

Email reminder

•
echo "DISPLAY=$DISPLAY xmessage cooker" | at "NOW + 30 
minutes"

Popup reminder

locales

• printf "%'d\n" 1234
Print number with 
thousands grouping 
appropriate to locale

• BLOCK_SIZE=\'1 ls -l get ls to do thousands 
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grouping appropriate to 
locale

• echo "I live in `locale territory`"
Extract info from locale 
database

• LANG=en_IE.utf8 locale int_prefix
Lookup locale info for 
specific country. See also 
ccodes

• locale | cut -d= -f1 | xargs locale -kc | less
List fields available in 
locale database

recode (Obsoletes iconv, dos2unix, unix2dos)

• recode -l | less
Show available 
conversions (aliases on 
each line)

 recode windows-1252.. file_to_change.txt
Windows "ansi" to local 
charset (auto does CRLF 
conversion)

 recode utf-8/CRLF.. file_to_change.txt
Windows utf8 to local 
charset

 recode iso-8859-15..utf8 file_to_change.txt
Latin9 (western europe) 
to utf8

 recode ../b64 < file.txt > file.b64 Base64 encode
 recode /qp.. < file.txt > file.qp Quoted printable decode
 recode ..HTML < file.txt > file.html Text to HTML

• recode -lf windows-1252 | grep euro
Lookup table of 
characters

• echo -n 0x80 | recode latin-9/x1..dump
Show what a code 
represents in latin-9 
charmap

• echo -n 0x20AC | recode ucs-2/x2..latin-9/x Show latin-9 encoding
• echo -n 0x20AC | recode ucs-2/x2..utf-8/x Show utf-8 encoding
CDs
 gzip < /dev/cdrom > cdrom.iso.gz Save copy of data cdrom

 mkisofs -V LABEL -r dir | gzip > cdrom.iso.gz
Create cdrom image 
from contents of dir

 mount -o loop cdrom.iso /mnt/dir
Mount the cdrom image 
at /mnt/dir (read only)

 cdrecord -v dev=/dev/cdrom blank=fast Clear a CDRW

 gzip -dc cdrom.iso.gz | cdrecord -v dev=/dev/cdrom -
Burn cdrom image (use 
dev=ATAPI -scanbus to 
confirm dev)

 cdparanoia -B
Rip audio tracks from 
CD to wav files in 
current dir

 cdrecord -v dev=/dev/cdrom -audio *.wav
Make audio CD from all 
wavs in current dir (see 
also cdrdao)

 oggenc --tracknum='track' track.cdda.wav -o 'track.ogg'
Make ogg file from wav 
file
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disk space (See also FSlint)

• ls -lSr
Show files by size, 
biggest last

• du -s * | sort -k1,1rn | head
Show top disk users in 
current dir. See also 
dutop

• df -h
Show free space on 
mounted filesystems

• df -i
Show free inodes on 
mounted filesystems

• fdisk -l
Show disks partitions 
sizes and types (run as 
root)

• rpm -q -a --qf '%10{SIZE}\t%{NAME}\n' | sort -k1,1n
List all packages by 
installed size (Bytes) on 
rpm distros

•
dpkg-query -W -f='${Installed-Size;10}\t${Package}\n' | sort 
-k1,1n

List all packages by 
installed size (KBytes) 
on deb distros

• dd bs=1 seek=2TB if=/dev/null of=ext3.test
Create a large test file 
(taking no space). See 
also truncate

monitoring/debugging

• tail -f /var/log/messages
Monitor messages in a 
log file

• strace -c ls >/dev/null
Summarise/profile 
system calls made by 
command

• strace -f -e open ls >/dev/null
List system calls made 
by command

• ltrace -f -e getenv ls >/dev/null
List library calls made by 
command

• lsof -p $$
List paths that process id 
has open

• lsof ~
List processes that have 
specified path open

• tcpdump not port 22
Show network traffic 
except ssh. See also 
tcpdump_not_me

• ps -e -o pid,args --forest
List processes in a 
hierarchy

• ps -e -o pcpu,cpu,nice,state,cputime,args --sort pcpu | sed '/^ 0.0 /d'
List processes by % cpu 
usage

• ps -e -orss=,args= | sort -b -k1,1n | pr -TW$COLUMNS
List processes by mem 
usage. See also 
ps_mem.py

• ps -C firefox-bin -L -o pid,tid,pcpu,state
List all threads for a 
particular process
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• ps -p 1,2
List info for particular 
process IDs

• last reboot
Show system reboot 
history

• free -m
Show amount of 
(remaining) RAM (-m 
displays in MB)

• watch -n.1 'cat /proc/interrupts'
Watch changeable data 
continuously

system information (see also sysinfo) ('#' means root access is required)

• uname -a
Show kernel version and 
system architecture

• head -n1 /etc/issue
Show name and version 
of distribution

• cat /proc/partitions
Show all partitions 
registered on the system

• grep MemTotal /proc/meminfo
Show RAM total seen by 
the system

• grep "model name" /proc/cpuinfo Show CPU(s) info
• lspci -tv Show PCI info
• lsusb -tv Show USB info

• mount | column -t
List mounted filesystems 
on the system (and align 
output)

#dmidecode -q | less
Display SMBIOS/DMI 
information

#smartctl -A /dev/sda | grep Power_On_Hours
How long has this disk 
(system) been powered 
on in total

#hdparm -i /dev/sda Show info about disk sda

#hdparm -tT /dev/sda
Do a read speed test on 
disk sda

#badblocks -s /dev/sda
Test for unreadable 
blocks on disk sda

interactive (see also linux keyboard shortcuts)

• readline
Line editor used by bash, 
python, bc, gnuplot, ...

• screen
Virtual terminals with 
detach capability, ...

• mc
Powerful file manager 
that can browse rpm, tar, 
ftp, ssh, ...

• gnuplot
Interactive/scriptable 
graphing

• links Web browser

• xdg-open http://www.pixelbeat.org/
open a file or url with the 
registered desktop 
application
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miscellaneous

• alias hd='od -Ax -tx1z -v'
Handy hexdump. (usage 
e.g.: • hd 
/proc/self/cmdline | less)

• alias realpath='readlink -f'
Canonicalize path. 
(usage e.g.: • realpath 
~/../$USER)

• set | grep $USER
Search current 
environment

 touch -c -t 0304050607 file
Set file timestamp 
(YYMMDDhhmm)

• python -c "import SimpleHTTPServer as ws; ws.test()"
Serve current directory 
tree at http://
$HOSTNAME:8000/

Back to Content..

Linux File System Structure

The Linux system contains thousand of files located within many directories. All 
directories are organized in a tree-structure like manner.

• The 'trunk' of the tree is the root directory.
• The root directory is simply identified as a "/".
• All other directories 'branch' off from the trunk.

The following lists the most common directories and their intended contents.

• / - root directory
• /home - where directories are contained for each user, example:
• /usr - pronounced 'user' and contains Linux commands and utilities

o /bin - binary executable programs
o /lib - program libraries, similar to Windows 'dll' files
o /sbin - more executable programs and Linux utilities for administrative 

purposes
o /doc - documentation
o /src - source code to programs

• /tmp - temporary work files
• /etc - configuration files

o /rc.d - scripts used during boot and shutdown process
o /sysconfig - default configuration files
o /sysconfig/network-scripts - network scripts
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o /sysconfig/daemons - special programs that run in background, such as 
print spooling

• /bin - binary executable programs that all users need
• /dev - device files that control drives, terminals and any equipment attached to 

the server
• /var - user specific files

o /log - log files containing system usage and errors
o /spool - where spooled files are stored during print spooling process
o /mail - where Email files are stored until retrieved by client Email 

program
• /proc - system files
• /root - root's home directory
• /opt - other options
• /sbin - more executable programs and utilities

The File System is shown with the help of a layout. This is a layout from a RedHat 
system. Depending on the system admin, the operating system and the mission of the 
UNIX machine, the structure may vary, and directories may be left out or added at will. 
The names are not even required; they are only a convention.
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Back to Content..
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Linux File Management & Viewing

In Linux, all files are organized into directories that, in turn, are hierarchically 
connected to each other in one overall file structure. A file is referenced not according 
to just its name, but also according to its place in this file structure. One can create as 
many new directories as he wants, adding more directories to the file structure. The 
Linux file commands can perform sophisticated operations, such as moving or 
copying whole directories along with their subdirectories. One can use file operations 
such as find, cp, mv, and ln to locate files and copy, move, or link them from one 
directory to another.

Desktop file managers, such as Konqueror and Nautilus used on the KDE and 
GNOME desktops, provide a graphical user interface to perform the same operations 
using icons, windows, and menus. This section will focus on the commands, one use 
in the shell command line to manage files, such as cp and mv. However, whether 
anyone use the command line or a GUI file manager, the underlying file structure is 
the same.

File and Directory management

apropos Search the whatis database for files containing specific strings.
bdflush Kernel daemon that saves dirty buffers in memory to the disk.

cd
Change the current directory. With no arguments "cd" changes to the 
users home directory.

chmod

chmod <specification> <filename> - Effect: Change the file permissions.

Ex: chmod 751 myfile
Effect: change the file permission to rwx for 
owner, re for group

Ex: chmod go=+r myfile
Effect: Add read permission for the owner 
and the group

character meanings u-user, g-group, o-other, + add permission, - remove, 
r-read, w-write,x-exe

Ex: chmod a +rwx myfile
Effect: Allow all users to read, write or 
execute myfile

Ex: chmod go -r myfile
Effect: Remove read permission from the 
group and others

chmod +s myfile - Setuid bit on the file which allows the program to run 
with user or group privileges of the file.
chmod {a,u,g,o}{+,-}{r,w,x} (filenames) - The syntax of the chmod 
command.

chown chown <owner1> <filename> Effect: Change ownership of a file to 
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owner1.
chgrp chgrp <group1> <filename> Effect: Change group.
cksum Perform a checksum and count bytes in a file.
cp cp <source> <destination> Copy a file from one location to another.

dd
Convert and copy a file formatting according to the options. Disk or data 
duplication.

dir List directory contents.
dircolors Set colors up for ls.
file Determines file type. Also can tell type of library (a.out or ELF).

find

Ex: find $Home –name readme Print search for readme starting at home 
and output full path.
How to find files quickly using the find command:
Ex: find ~ -name report3 –print

• "~" = Search starting at the home directory and proceed through all 
its subdirectories

• "-name report3" = Search for a file named report3

• "-print" = Output the full path to that file
install Copy multiple files and set attributes.
ln Make links between files.
locate File locating program that uses the slocate database.
losetup Loopback device setup.

ls

List files. Option -a, lists all, see man page "man ls"
Ex: "ls Docum Projects/Linux" - The contents of the directories Docum 
and Projects/Linux are listed.
To list the contents of every subdirectory using the ls command:

1. Change to your home directory.

2. Type: ls -R
mkdir Make a directory.
mknod Make a block or character special file.
mktemp Make temporary filename.

mv
Move or rename a file. Syntax: mv <source> <destination> Ex: mv 
filename directoryname/newfilename

pathchk Check whether filenames are valid or portable.

pwd
Print or list the working directory with full path (present working 
directory).

rm
Ex: "rm .*" - Effect: Delete system files (Remove files) –i is interactive 
option.

rmdir rmdir <directory> - Remove a directory. The directory must be empty.

slocate
Provides a secure way to index files and search for them. It builds a 
database of files on the system.
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stat(1u) Used to print out inode information on a file.
sum Checksum and count the blocks in a file.
test Check file types and compare values.

touch
Change file timestamps to the current time. Make the file if it doesn't 
exist.

update Kernel daemon to flush dirty buffers back to disk.
vdir List directory contents.
whatis Search the whatis database for complete words.
wheris Locate the binary, source and man page files for a command.
which Show full path of commands where given commands reside.

File viewing and editing

ed Editor
emacs Full screen editor.
gitview A hexadecimal or ASC file viewer.
head head linuxdoc.txt - Look at the first 10 lines of linuxdoc.txt.
jed Editor
joe Editor
less q-mandatory to exit, Used to view files.
more b-back q-quit h-help, Used to view files.
pico Simple text editor.
tail tail linuxdoc.txt - Look at the last 10 lines of linuxdoc.txt.
vi Editor with a command mode and text mode. Starts in command mode.

File compression, backing up and restoring

ar Create modify and extract from archives.
bunzip2 Newer file decompression program.
bzcat Decompress files to stdout.
bzip2 Newer file compression program.
bzip2recover Recovers data from damaged bzip2 files.
compress Compress data.
cpio Can store files on tapes. to/from archives.
dump Reads the filesystem directly.
gunzip unzip <file> - unzip a gz file.
gzexe Compress executable files in place.
gzip gzip <file> - zip a file to a gz file.
mt Control magnetic tape drive operation.
tar Can store files on tapes.

Usage: tar cvf <destination> <files/directories> - Archive copy groups 
of files
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Ex: tar /dev/fdo temp Effect: Copy temp to drive A:
uncompress Expand data.

unzip
unzip <file> - unzip a zip file. Files ending in ".gz" or ".zip" are 
compressed.

zcat Used to restore compressed files.
zcmp Compare compressed files.
zdiff Compare compressed files.
zforce Force a .gz extension on all gzip files.
zgrep Search possibly compressed files for a regular expression.
zmore File filter for crt viewing of compressed text.
znew Recompress .z files to .gz files.
zip zip <file> - make a zip file.

Extra control and piping for files and other 
outputs

basename Strip directory and suffix information from filenames.

cat
Ex: cat < filename --- Effect: put keyboard input into the file. CTRL-D to 
exit (end).

cmp Compare two files.
colrm Remove columns from a file.
column Columnate lists.

comm
Ex: comm file1 file2 --- Effect compare the contents of file1 and file2 
produces 3 columns of output. Lines in the first file, lines in second file, 
lines in both files.

csplit Split a file into sections determined by context lines.
cut Remove sections from each line of files.
diff Show the differences between files. Ex: diff file1 file2
diff3 Find differences between 3 files.
dirname Strip the non-directory suffix from a filename.
echo Display a line of text.
egrep Similar to grep -E, compatible with UNIX egrep.
expand Convert tabs to spaces.
expr Evaluate expressions.
false Do nothing. Exit with a status indicating failure.
fgrep Same as grep -F.
fold Wrap each input line to fit in specified width.
join Join lines of two files in a common field.

grep

grep pattern filename.
Ex: grep " R " --- Effect: Search for R with a space on each side
Ex: ls –a |grep R --- Effect: List all files with an R in them or their info 
listing.
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hexdump asc, decimal, hex, octal dump.
logname Print user's login name.
look Display lines beginning with a given string.
mkfifo Create named pipes with the given names.
nl Write each file to standard output with line numbers added.
od Dump files in octal and other formats.
patch Apply a diff file to an original.
paste Combines from 2 or more files. Ex: paste file1 file 2
printf Print and format data.
rev Reverses lines in a file.
script Make a typescript of a terminal session.
sdiff Find differences between 2 files and merge interactively.
sed A stream editor. Used to perform transformations on an input stream.
sleep Delay for a specified amount ot time.
sort Sort a file alphabetically.
split Split a file into pieces.
strings Print the strings of printable characters in files.
tac Concatenate and print files in reverse.
tee Read from standard input and write to standard output and files.
tr Translate or delete characters.
true Do nothing. Exit with a status indicating success.
tsort Perform topological sort.
ul Do underlining.
unexpand Convert tabs to spaces.
uniq Remove duplicate lines from a sorted file.
uudecode Used to transform files encoded by uuencode into their original form.

uuencode
Encode a binary file to be sent over a medium that doesn't support non-
ASC data.

wc Count lines, words, characters in a file. Ex: wc filename.
xargs Build and execute command lines from standard input.
yes Output the string "y" until killed.

Back to Content..

The vi Editor

vi is a text editor. It may not be the easiest editor to use, but it is a standard that is 
widely used and very powerful. Sooner or later, if you are required to do any Linux 
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administrative work, you will need to learn vi. This document is not intended to show 
you every feature of vi. It is intended to cover the basics and get you going so you can 
start editing text files.

Syntax for this article

• In this document all upper/lower case commands should be carefully 
noted. Commands in "vi" are case sensitive.

• ^ represents the entry of a control value. It is executed by holding down 
the "control key" while pressing the appropriate letter.

• All commands that should be entered are printed in bold.

How to Start

From a shell prompt enter

• vi <filename>
• where <filename> would be replaced by the name of the file you want to 

edit.

Example:
vi myfile

If the file named already exists, the current contents of the file will 
be displayed. If the file named doesn't exist, a new file will be 
created

It is suggested that you start with a test file that already contains 
data.

Modes of vi

To better understand vi, think of vi as having different modes of operation. I 
like to label the modes as follows:

Mode What it does
MovementAllows you to use arrow keys or other control 

commands to move around within existing 
text

Insert Allows you to actually insert new text
Change Allows you to change existing text, delete 
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lines, change a word, change a character, undo 
changes

Colon Allows you to execute global edit commands, 
read/write to a file, exit vi and many more 
options

Search Allows you to search for text and change the 
text

Oh Yeah Special and misc. commands

Movement Mode

The simplest method to move the cursor is to use the arrow keys, up, down, 
left or right. Other handy movement commands are...

Command What it does
^F Goes forward a screen at a time
^B Goes backwards a screen at a time
G Jumps to the end of the file
#G Jumps to a specific line 

number. Example: 3G jumps to line 3
space bar Moves forward a character at a time
backspace 

key
Moves backwards a character at a time

ENTER key Drops down a line at a time
$ Jumps to end of current line

There are many more, but for now master the ones above.

Insert Mode

The first rule to remember is how to exit insert mode. Every time you enter 
insert mode, you have to remember to press ESC before executing other 
commands!

Command What it does
ESC key Exit insert mode

i Insert characters BEFORE cursor position
I Insert characters at BEGINNING of current line 
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(Capital i)
a Append characters AFTER cursor position
A Append characters at END of current line
o Open a new line BELOW current line
O Open a new line ABOVE current line

Change Mode

Now that you know how to insert, let's find out how to change existing text.

Command What it does
R Replace characters starting at cursor position 

until ESC
J Join the line below to the end of the current line
rx Replace current character with the letter "x"
cw Change the word at the current position up to 

the first space. Press ESC after new entry
x Delete character at current position
#x Delete several characters starting at current 

position. Example: 3xdeletes 3 characters
dw Delete the current word
dd Delete the current line
#dd Delete a number of lines, starting with current 

line. Example: 3dd will delete 3 lines
D Delete from cursor to end of the line
u Undo last command
U Restore the current line

Colon Mode

Now it starts to get interesting. Let's do the basic colon commands first.

Command What it does
ESC Exit from COLON MODE. It 

doesn't hurt if you press ESC 
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more than once
: Start COLON MODE. You will  

jump to the last line on the 
screen where a colon will display 
and await your next command

x Write the file and exit
q! Abort all changes and exit
w Write the file saving current 

changes, but does not exit vi
w <filename> Write the current file to another 

file name
#,#w <filename> Write a range of lines of from 

current file to another 
file. Example: 10,20w myfile will 
write lines 10 to 20 to a file called 
"myfile"

r <filename> Reads a file and inserts it the line 
below current position

!<command> Executes a shell 
command. Example: !ls will list 
files in the current directory

1,$s/thisvalue/withthis/ Performs global substitution 
starting at line 1 to end of file. 
The "$" sign represents end of 
file

1,$s/thisvalue/withthis/gSame as above, except this will 
perform the substitution as many 
times as required per line. 
Without the letter "g" at the end, 
the command will only perform 
the substitution once per 
line. Example:10,20s/Chi 
/Chicago /g will change all 
occurrences of "Chi " to 
"Chicago " from line 10 through 
line 20. Note the inclusion of the 
space character after Chi and 
Chicago. Without this it would 
have changed "Chirp" to 
"Chicagorp"

Two characters that are frequently used in many Linux 
commands are the up caret (^) and the dollar sign ($).  The 
up caret means "at the beginning". The dollar sign means 
"at the end".
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10,20s/^Chi /Oswego / Changes the occurrence of "Chi 
" to "Oswego" only if the line 
STARTS with "Chi "

10,20s/01$/99/ Changes the occurrence of "01" 
to "99" only if the line ENDS with 
"01"

What if you want to change a date 01/31/94 to /02/28/94 on 
the current line?
.s/01\/03\/94/02\/28\/94/ • The dot at the beginning 

represents the current line 
only.

• Proceed special 
characters, i.e. the "/", with 
a reverse slash "\".

• The "\" tells the command 
to use the NEXT 
character as a parameter 
and NOT the command 
separator.

• So if you want to change a 
"$" in your command you 
would also proceed it by a 
"\".

Search Mode

You are editing a large file of over 3000 lines and you want to find the first 
occurrence of "Password". How would you do it?

/Password

(That's a forward slash at the beginning) Like the colon command, the slash 
will take you to the last line of the screen. The cursor will jump to the FIRST 
occurrence of "Password" from your current cursor position.

Well that's great, but now you want to find the NEXT occurrence. Don't fret.

Enter n to find the next occurrence of the last find command.

But now you want to return to the PREVIOUS occurrence.

Enter N too find the previous occurrence.
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Instead of the "/" for FORWARD search, you can use 
the ? for BACKWARD search.

?Password - Searches backwards from the current position.

Oh Yeah Mode

Assume you have a large document and you want to check for "there" vs 
"their". You can't use the substitute command because this would change all 
occurrences. You may only want to change selective there's.

• /there - This will find the first "there"
• cwtheir and press ESC - cw changes the word "there" to "their"
• n - Find the next "there"
• n - Go on to next "there" and  leave the current "there" as it was
• . (Yep, just the decimal point.) This REPEATS the previous 

EDIT/CHANGE command

You have 3 lines of text near the beginning and you want to move this 
down several pages to another area. Position the cursor on the first line 
of text to move.

o ma - This marks this location as spot "a"
o Move your cursor to where you want to relocate
o mb - This marks this location as spot "b"
o 'a - This jumps back to marked spot "a"
o Y3 - This yanks 3 lines into buffer memory
o 'b - This jumps to marked spot "b"
o P - This puts the yanked text at new location
o 'a - This jumps back to mark "a"
o 3dd - This deletes the 3 lines

The mark options can also be used just to remember locations. 
They remain until you perform another "mX". Valid letters are "a-
z".

^G - Display the current file info, current line number, number of lines in 
the file and location percentage.

NB:- You have now been presented with the basics. There are many more 
commands and options for vi. In your spare time feel free to crack open a 
vi manual and learn more.
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Back to Content..

GREP

grep is a command line text search utility originally written for Unix. The name 
is taken from the first letters in global / regular expression / print, a series of 
instructions in text editors such as ed. The grep command searches files 

or standard input globally for lines matching a given regular expression, and 
prints them to the program's standard output.

Practical Examples of Linux grep 
Command

First create the following demo_file that will be used in the examples below to 
demonstrate grep command.

$ cat demo_file

THIS LINE IS THE 1ST UPPER CASE LINE IN THIS FILE.

this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

This Line Has All Its First Character Of The Word With Upper Case.

Two lines above this line is empty.

And this is the last line.

1. Search for the given string in a single file

The basic usage of grep command is to search for a specific string in the specified file 
as shown below.

Syntax:

grep "literal_string" filename

$ grep "this" demo_file
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this line is the 1st lower case line in this file. Two lines above this line is empty.

2. Checking for the given string in multiple lines.

Syntax:

grep "string" FILE_PATTERN

This is also a basic usage of grep command. For this example, let us copy the 
demo_file to demo_file1. The grep output will also include the file name in front of 
the line that matched the specific pattern as shown below. When the Linux shell sees 
the meta character, it does the expansion and gives all the files as input to grep.

$ cp demo_file demo_file1

$ grep "this" demo_*

demo_file:this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

demo_file:Two lines above this line is empty.

demo_file:And this is the last line.

demo_file1:this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

demo_file1:Two lines above this line is empty.

demo_file1:And this is the last line.

3. Case insensitive search using grep –i 

Syntax:

grep -i "string" FILE

This is also a basic usage of the grep. This searches for the given string/pattern case 
insensitively. So it matches all the words such as “the”, “THE” and “The” case 
insensitively as shown below.

$ grep -i "the" demo_file

THIS LINE IS THE 1ST UPPER CASE LINE IN THIS FILE.
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this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

This Line Has All Its First Character Of The Word With Upper Case.

And this is the last line.

4. Match regular expression in files.

Syntax:

grep "REGEX" filename

This is a very powerful feature, if you can use use regular expression effectively. In the 
following example, it searches for all the pattern that starts with “lines” and ends with 
“empty” with anything in-between. i.e To search “lines[anything in-between]empty” in 
the demo_file.

$ grep "lines.*empty" demo_file

Two lines above this line is empty.

From documentation of grep: A regular expression may be followed by one of several 
repetition operators:

• ? The preceding item is optional and matched at most once.

• The preceding item will be matched zero or more times.

• + The preceding item will be matched one or more times.

• {n} The preceding item is matched exactly n times.

• {n,} The preceding item is matched n or more times.

• {,m} The preceding item is matched at most m times.

• {n,m} The preceding item is matched at least n times, but not more than m times.

5. Checking for full words, not for sub-strings using grep -w

If you want to search for a word, and to avoid it to match the substrings use -w option. 
Just doing out a normal search will show out all the lines.

The following example is the regular grep where it is searching for “is”. When you search 
for “is”, without any option it will show out “is”, “his”, “this” and everything which has 
the substring “is”.

$ grep -i "is" demo_file
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THIS LINE IS THE 1ST UPPER CASE LINE IN THIS FILE.

this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

This Line Has All Its First Character Of The Word With Upper Case.

Two lines above this line is empty.

And this is the last line.

The following example is the WORD grep where it is searching only for the word “is”. 
Please note that this output does not contain the line “This Line Has All Its First 
Character Of The Word With Upper Case”, even though “is” is there in the “This”, as the 
following is looking only for the word “is” and not for “this”.

$ grep -iw "is" demo_file

THIS LINE IS THE 1ST UPPER CASE LINE IN THIS FILE.

this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

Two lines above this line is empty.

And this is the last line.

6. Displaying lines before/after/around the match using grep -A, -B 
and -C

When doing a grep on a huge file, it may be useful to see some lines after the match. You 
might feel handy if grep can show you not only the matching lines but also the lines 
after/before/around the match.

Please create the following demo_text file for this example.

$ cat demo_text

4. Vim Word Navigation

You may want to do several navigation in relation to the words, such as:

 * e - go to the end of the current word.

 * E - go to the end of the current WORD.

 * b - go to the previous (before) word.

 * B - go to the previous (before) WORD.

 * w - go to the next word.

 * W - go to the next WORD.
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WORD - WORD consists of a sequence of non-blank characters, separated with white space.

word - word consists of a sequence of letters, digits and underscores.

Example to show the difference between WORD and word

 * 192.168.1.1 - single WORD

 * 192.168.1.1 - seven words.

6.1 Display N lines after match

-A is the option which prints the specified N lines after the match as shown below.

Syntax:

grep -A <N> "string" FILENAME

The following example prints the matched line, along with the 3 lines after it.

$ grep -A 3 -i "example" demo_text

Example to show the difference between WORD and word

* 192.168.1.1 - single WORD

* 192.168.1.1 - seven words.

6.2 Display N lines before match

-B is the option which prints the specified N lines before the match.

Syntax:

grep -B <N> "string" FILENAME

When you had option to show the N lines after match, you have the -B option for the 
opposite.

$ grep -B 2 "single WORD" demo_text

Example to show the difference between WORD and word

* 192.168.1.1 - single WORD

6.3 Display N lines around match
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-C is the option which prints the specified N lines before the match. In some occasion you 
might want the match to be appeared with the lines from both the side. This options 
shows N lines in both the side(before & after) of match. 

$ grep -C 2 "Example" demo_text

word - word consists of a sequence of letters, digits and underscores.

Example to show the difference between WORD and word

* 192.168.1.1 - single WORD 

7. Highlighting the search using GREP_OPTIONS

As grep prints out lines from the file by the pattern / string you had given, if you wanted 
it to highlight which part matches the line, then you need to follow the following way.

When you do the following export you will get the highlighting of the matched searches. 
In the following example, it will highlight all the this when you set the GREP_OPTIONS 
environment variable as shown below.

$ export GREP_OPTIONS='--color=auto' GREP_COLOR='100;8'

$ grep this demo_file

this line is the 1st lower case line in this file.

Two lines above this line is empty.

And this is the last line.

8. Searching in all files recursively using grep -r

When you want to search in all the files under the current directory and its sub directory. 
-r option is the one which you need to use. The following example will look for the string 
“ramesh” in all the files in the current directory and all it’s subdirectory.

$ grep -r "ramesh" *

9. Invert match using grep -v

You had different options to show the lines matched, to show the lines before match, and 
to show the lines after match, and to highlight match. So definitely You’d also want the 
option -v to do invert match.

When you want to display the lines which does not matches the given string/pattern, use 
the option -v as shown below. This example will display all the lines that did not match 
the word “go”.

$ grep -v "go" demo_text
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4. Vim Word Navigation

You may want to do several navigation in relation to the words, such as:

WORD - WORD consists of a sequence of non-blank characters, separated with white space.

word - word consists of a sequence of letters, digits and underscores.

Example to show the difference between WORD and word

* 192.168.1.1 - single WORD

* 192.168.1.1 - seven words.

10. display the lines which does not matches all the given pattern. 

Syntax:

grep -v -e "pattern" -e "pattern"

$ cat test-file.txt
a
b
c
d

$ grep -v -e "a" -e "b" -e "c" test-file.txt
d

11. Counting the number of matches using grep -c

When you want to count that how many lines matches the given pattern/string, then use 
the option -c.

Syntax:

grep -c "pattern" filename

$ grep -c "go" demo_text

6

When you want do find out how many lines matches the pattern

$ grep -c this demo_file
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3

When you want do find out how many lines that does not match the pattern.

$ grep -v -c this demo_file

4

12. Display only the file names which matches the given pattern 
using grep -l

If you want the grep to show out only the file names which matched the given pattern, use 
the -l (lower-case L) option.

When you give multiple files to the grep as input, it displays the names of file which 
contains the text that matches the pattern, will be very handy when you try to find some 
notes in your whole directory structure.

$ grep -l this demo_*

demo_file

demo_file1

13. Show only the matched string

By default grep will show the line which matches the given pattern/string, but if you want 
the grep to show out only the matched string of the pattern then use the -o option.

It might not be that much useful when you give the string straight forward. But it 
becomes very useful when you give a regex pattern and trying to see what it matches as

$ grep -o "is.*line" demo_file

is line is the 1st lower case line

is line

is is the last line

14. Show the position of match in the line

When you want grep to show the position where it matches the pattern in the file, use the 
following options as

Syntax:

grep -o -b "pattern" file
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$ cat temp-file.txt

12345

12345

$ grep -o -b "3" temp-file.txt

2:3

8:3

Note: The output of the grep command above is not the position in the line, it is byte offset of the whole file.

15. Show line number while displaying the output using grep -n

To show the line number of file with the line matched. It does 1-based line numbering for 
each file. Use -n option to utilize this feature.

$ grep -n "go" demo_text

5: * e - go to the end of the current word.

6: * E - go to the end of the current WORD.

7: * b - go to the previous (before) word.

8: * B - go to the previous (before) WORD.

9: * w - go to the next word.

10: * W - go to the next WORD.

Back to Content..
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Package Management in 

LINUX

Introduction 

On Ubuntu—and in other GNU/Linux environments—packages are the primary way 
that software is built, deployed, and installed. Nearly every major GNU/Linux 
operating system distributes software, both binary software and source code, in 
packages. These packages are usually either in the Rpm package format (RPM) or in 
the Debian package format (DEB) for binary software or in corresponding “source” 
RPM and DEB formats. With its close relationship to the Debian project as a project 
that continues to be based on Debian’s work, Ubuntu naturally uses DEB format 
packages. 

Very simply, packages are an alternative to downloading, building, and installing 
software from scratch. They offer a host of advantages in terms of installation, 
removal, monitoring, and handling interactions between pieces of software over the 
standard “build from source” model. Since packaging is not common outside of the 
GNU/Linux world—or at least not described in the same terms—it is worth going into 
some background on packaging before I describe how it is done on Ubuntu systems. 

Background on Packages

Nearly every GNU/Linux-based operating system—Fedora, RHEL, open-SUSE, 

Slackware, Debian, etc.—includes an almost entirely overlapping core selection of 

software. By definition, each of these OSs includes Linus Torvald’s Linux kernel and 

a large chunk of the GNU project’s developer- and user-oriented applications that are 

necessary to build and use it. Most also include server-oriented software like 

OpenSSH and Apache, either the XFree86 or X.Org implementation of the X 

Windowing System, and what is often an extremely expansive collection of both 
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command-line and graphically based applications. Although people often throw the 

term around, it is important to establish that it is this collection of software that is 

collectively referred to as a distribution. Ubuntu is a distribution. When people refer to 

“Linux” as an operating system, they are usually referring to a Linux or GNU/Linux 

distribution. 

The primary goal of all distributions is the automatic installation, configuration, 

removal, maintenance, and update of software—both through the creation of 

infrastructure for this purpose and in the creation of modified versions of the 

preexistent software. The latter customization of existing software in this specialized 

way is the act of “packaging,” and it constitutes the vast proportion of work done by 

Ubuntu developers. It constitutes, to a large degree, what Ubuntu is over and above 

the software that Ubuntu includes. And while packaging is primarily the work of 

distribution makers like Ubuntu, it can also be done by both the users of distributions, 

for the clean integration of “unpackaged” pieces of software into their systems, and by 

software vendors who wish to allow for easier installation and maintenance of 

software by their users. 

What Are Packages?

The creation of a package—on Ubuntu or elsewhere—begins with the software in 

need of being packaged. In most, but not all, cases, this involves the procurement of 

source code. In all situations, it will involve code from an original source usually 

referred to in the distribution world as an “upstream” source. The packager’s first 

addition to the code here will be the creation of extra metadata, which usually includes 

• The name of the software

• The name of the upstream author and the person creating the package

• The license of the software

• The upstream location of the software (or a description of where it was 

obtained)

• The architecture or architectures on which the software is guaranteed to run

• Information for classifying the software that often has to do with the use of the 

package, primarily to help people who are browsing for packages 

• A description of the software in a computer-parsable format
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• Information on the importance or “priority” of the package within the larger 

Ubuntu system (e.g., essential, optional)

This information will be used by either a packaging system or a series of package 

selection tools to allow users to search, sort, query, or interact with installed or 

available software—one of the package system’s jobs. However, while this type of 

metadata is important in that it allows users to find (and find out about) their software, 

by far the most important group of metadata added to a package relates to the 

documentation of the relationship of the software in the package to software in other 

packages within the distribution. While the syntax and semantics of this vary widely 

between distributions, they include relationships to 

• Other software that the software requires to be built

• Other software that the software requires to be installed or configured

• Other software that the software requires to be run

• Other software that the software cannot be installed or used with 

simultaneously

• Other software that the software can be used as a drop-in replacement for

• Other software that the software can be enhanced or improved by

Modern package systems record even more information. For example, configuration 

files, unlike normal files, cannot always be simply replaced with a new version when 

the software is upgraded. As a result, packaging systems have grown to include 

several pieces of infrastructure for querying users and for maintaining core 

configuration information over time and across upgrades of the package that requires 

changes to configuration files. Finally, a more recently realized goal of packages is to 

provide a structure around which package metadata—such as descriptions—can be 

translated to provide users with an interface to software localized to their language, 

script, and culture. Details on accessing and creating all of this metadata in Ubuntu 

packages will be included in the subsequent sections. 

Basic Functions of Package Management

There is a wide range of functionality that can be considered core functions of 

package management systems. These are usually implemented by a low-level tool or 

suite of tools. This script is dpkg and associated scripts in the case of Ubuntu and 
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Debian. These tools were, until several years ago, the primary way that most users 

manipulated packages, but with the creation of higher-level package management 

tools that provide “front ends” to these tools, most users of package-based systems 

rarely use them, although they are still highly central for developers or system 

administrators who build their own packages. Broadly and somewhat imprecisely, 

many of these tools are referred to as APT on Debian and Ubuntu. 

The first goal of packaging is automating the compilation of software. DEB-format 

packages provide two formats: one for source packages and one for binary packages. 

These source packages are an excellent system for the distribution and compilation of 

source code. Packages are, in Ubuntu and elsewhere, designed to be built 

noninteractively and—in the case of official Ubuntu packages—can be built 

automatically on a range of different architectures by automatic package-building 

software called “auto-builders.” Packages provide a simple—usually one command—

method for building that is consistent across all packages. Issues of build 

configurations and choices are addressed ahead of time by the packager. The cost is 

build-time configurability, but the payoffs, as you will see in the rest of the chapter, 

are huge. Necessary build-time dependencies are declared in the packages so that 

these can be satisfied automatically. For example, architecture-dependent source 

packages (i.e., packages that will need to be rebuilt for each architecture) are uploaded 

to Ubuntu as source and are, in most cases, automatically built on all architectures 

supported by Ubuntu without any changes to the source package. 

Any number of binary packages can be created from a single source package. The 

creation of multiple binary packages from a single source package can be useful for 

large projects that release large or monolithic source packages containing a wide 

variety of different pieces of software—or even highly related pieces of software 

and/or documentation that it may be advantageous to split. An example of the former 

case is the XFree86 windowing system—now replaced by the already modularized 

X.Org—which was contained in one source package but would create upward of 

several dozen binary packages. Packaging, in this case, is what allowed users to 

distribute, install, and remove the Xserver independently from the terminal emulator, 

xlib library package, or window manager. 

As can be inferred from the preceding discussion, a key benefit of packaging systems 

is that they help automate the installation of software. When a binary package is 

installed: 
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• The “contents” of the software can be verified to assure integrity of the 

package. The origin of the software can be verified using cryptographic 

authentication. 

• The dependencies of the software can be analyzed and the system can be 

queried on the installation state of the software on which the software being 

installed depends. If the dependencies are unsatisfied, the user will be prompted as 

to the lack and the nature of the required software, and the installation will be 

aborted. 

• The user installing the package can be queried for configuration options at 

some point during the installation process. Answers to these queries can be saved 

on the system and then used in the customization of a configuration file for the 

software being installed. 

• The contents of the package will be stored on the system.

• Metadata and accounting information of a variety of forms will be placed in a 

per-system database to include both current information on the packages installed 

and their state of installation (e.g., installed but unconfigured), the list of files and 

to which package they belong, and other information. 

Perhaps the most central element here is the check against dependencies of the 

package being installed and the list of packages already installed on the system. With 

information on dependencies, users can, at a glance, determine which software is 

required to run the software in the package. As a result, people writing software that 

will ultimately be packaged can easily write for and deploy software built against 

shared libraries. The success of package systems is one reason for the wide use of 

dynamically linked shared libraries in the GNU/Linux environment. 

When a user wants to remove a piece of software, the packaging system, with its 

catalog of the files belonging to the package and the actions done during installation, 

is well suited to help ensure a clean uninstallation as well. 

While similar to installation, the automatic upgrade of software is another area where 

the package system can be employed with similarly useful results: Users of package 

systems can safely and easily upgrade from one version of a piece of software to 

another. The upgrade of the software will work almost identically to the installation of 

the software. In most cases, software will be installed on top of the existing package, 

and files that are no longer provided by the package will be removed. Configuration 

files that were customized by the installation and have not been changed by the user 
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since can be automatically regenerated by the user, or the user can be prompted to 

view and merge changes. 

Dependency information can play an important role in the upgrade of packages 

involving shared libraries. In the case of ABI changes, a packaging system will alert 

users that an upgrade of a package cannot be completed without the installation of a 

new library, and users can also be alerted to other packages that will break in this 

upload. As a result, users can structure uploads—or the system can structure it for 

them—so that API and ABI breakage is not unanticipated, and users can ensure that 

all packages that depend on a single shared library can be upgraded in tandem. 

Finally, at any point, users can use the cryptographic signature on a package and the 

list of hashes (usually MD5 sums) of the files included in that package to verify the 

integrity of the files on their system against corruption or compromise by an attacker. 

Advanced Functions of Package Management 
Systems

While these features lead to the powerful potential to manage software on a system, 

packaging systems with only these features—essentially, the state of packaging in the 

mid-1990s—introduced important limitations. Large-scale API and ABI transitions 

required downloading many packages and a high degree of coordination by the user. 

Users were forced to figure out the dependency status of programs during an 

installation or upgrade and then find, download, and do simultaneous installations of 

new pieces of software. For complex pieces of software with many dependencies, this 

process was often exceedingly tedious. 

As a result, most system upgrades and ABI/API changes were done with large 

upgrade scripts between releases of a distribution. Users would be expected to install 

every package involved in a major transition at once with an upgrade script that would 

structure the order correctly and handle dependencies appropriately. While these 

problems are limitations of a limited package management system, they are mostly 

problems that exist outside of package management systems. Without a package 

management system, shared libraries that undergo API and ABI changes are either 

never or rarely approached (with dangerous consistency and security implications to 

each) or are subject to the same limitations without the warnings that a packaging 

system provides. 
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Spurred on by the Debian project’s creation of a program called dselect and its 

frequently lauded Advanced Package Tools (APT, originally named deity and 

implemented primarily in a program called apt-get), the last half-decade has seen a 

major evolution in the scope and success of package managers. Most of these tools are 

levels of abstraction upon or “front ends” to the lower-level package management 

tools previously described. Like most other DEB-based distributions, Ubuntu uses 

apt-get, Aptitude, dselect and the graphical front end, and Synaptic. 

As the ability to track and catalog dependencies is perhaps the single most important 

aspect of any package management system, the primary function of these advanced 

tools has been to add classes of functionality on top of the extant package tools and to 

operate on packages in a more-than-one-at-a-time manner. Each of these tools 

contains additional databases that describe not only the packages installed but also the 

packages that are available as candidates for installation through package archives 

stored locally, on CD, or (in almost all situations today) over a network. 

These systems can automatically sort out dependencies and orders, download 

packages (including dependencies), install the dependencies first, and then install and 

configure the package in question using the lower-level tools detailed in the previous 

section. 

Similarly, the same advanced tools can be used to uninstall packages. If, for example, 

a user wants to uninstall a shared library, he or she will be prompted with a screen that 

describes the consequences as a list of packages that will need to be uninstalled 

because their dependencies will no longer exist on the system after the uninstallation. 

Upgrades that involve changing dependencies (e.g., replaced packages) can also be 

handled through this system. 

The real possibilities of such systems are visible when the dependency aspects of a 

package change over time or when multiple packages can act as drop-in replacements. 

A package that requires the ability to send mail can depend only on a virtual package 

“provided” by other packages. New versions of packages can conflict with and declare 

that they “replace” other packages or provide the functionality of the original package. 

If, for example, multiple packages are merged into a single package that obsoletes the 

three other packages, an advanced package system should be able to track the 

changing dependency information and make the correct decision during upgrade. 

Along these lines, most advanced package management tools give users the ability to 

do strategic “smart upgrades” of every package on the system to the newest version of 

the packages available using the data declared in the package dependencies. 
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Even more exciting for some users, it is possible to track an in-development version of 

a GNU/Linux operating system and upgrade every day to the latest version of 

everything. The package manager can figure out safe upgrade paths and take it from 

there. During these upgrades, ABI and API version changes can also be automatically 

handled as the system will refuse to do a full upgrade of a library until all of the 

packages installed on the system that depend on the package with the shared library 

can be upgraded at once. The system will not need to keep or track multiple versions 

of a shared library over time. 

Package Management in Ubuntu:-
Here, we shall discuss about the two packages. A) dpkg & B) APT

A) dpkg:-

Dpkg is the Ubuntu package manager. dpkg is a medium-level tool to install, build, 
remove and manage Ubuntu packages. The primary and more user-friendly front-end 
for dpkg is dselect.dpkg itself is controlled entirely via command line 
parameters,which consist of exactly one action and zero or more options. The action-
parameter tells dpkg what to do and options control the behavior of the action in some 
way. 

Now we will see all the available commands for dpkg with examples

1) Install a package

Syntax

dpkg -i <.deb file name>

Example

dpkg -i avg71flm_r28-1_i386.deb

2) Install all packages recursively from a directory

Syntax

dpkg -R

Example

dpkg -R /usr/local/src
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3) Unpack the package, but don’t configure it.

Syntax

dpkg --unpack package_file 

If you use -R option is specified, package_file must refer to a directory instead.

Example

dpkg --unpack avg71flm_r28-1_i386.deb

4) Reconfigure an unpacked package

Syntax

dpkg --configure package

If -a is given instead of package, all unpacked but uncon-figured packages are 
configured.

Example

dpkg --configure avg71flm_r28-1_i386.deb

5) Remove an installed package except configuration files

Syntax

dpkg -r

Example

dpkg -r avg71flm_r28-1_i386.deb

6) Remove an installed package including configuration files

Syntax

dpkg -P

If you use -a is given instead of a package name, then all packages unpacked, but 
marked to be removed or purged in file /var/lib/dpkg/status, are removed or purged, 
respectively.

Example

dpkg -P avg71flm
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7) Replace available packages info

Syntax

dpkg --update-avail <Packages-file>

With this option old information is replaced with the information in the Packages-file.

8) Merge with info from file

Syntax

dpkg --merge-avail <Packages-file> 

With this option old informa-tion is combined with information from Packages-file.

The Packages-file distributed with Debian is simply named Packages.dpkg keeps its 
record of available packages in /var/lib/dpkg/available.

9) Update dpkg and dselect’s idea of which packages are available with information 
from the package pack-age_file.

Syntax

dpkg -A package_file

10) Forget about uninstalled unavailable packages.

Syntax

dpkg --forget-old-unavail

11) Erase the existing information about what packages are available.

Syntax

dpkg --clear-avail

12) Searches for packages that have been installed only partially on your system.

Syntax

dpkg -C

13) Compare Package versions version numbers

Syntax
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dpkg --compare-versions ver1 op ver2

14) Display a brief help message.

Syntax

dpkg --help

15) Display dpkg licence.

Syntax

dpkg --licence (or) dpkg --license

16) Display dpkg version information.

Syntax

dpkg --version

17) Build a deb package.

Syntax

dpkg -b directory [filename]

18) List contents of a deb package.

Syntax

dpkg -c filename

19) Show information about a package.

Syntax

dpkg -I filename [control-file]

20) List packages matching given pattern.

Syntax

dpkg -l package-name-pattern

Example

dpkg -l vim
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21) List all installed packages, along with package version and short description

Syntax

dpkg -l

22) Report status of specified package.

Syntax

dpkg -s package-name

Example

dpkg -s ssh

23) List files installed to your system from package.

Syntax

dpkg -L package-Name

Example

dpkg -L nagios2

24) Search for a filename from installed packages.

Syntax

dpkg -S filename-search-pattern

Example

dpkg -S /sbin/ifconfig

25) Display details about package

Syntax

dpkg -p package-name

Example

dpkg -p nagios2
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B) APT:-

The Advanced Packaging Tool, which has since been ported by Conectiva for use 
with rpm and has been adopted by some other distributions.

The apt-get command is a powerful command-line tool used to work with Ubuntu’s 
Advanced Packaging Tool (APT) performing such functions as installation of new 
software packages, upgrade of existing software packages, updating of the package 
list index, and even upgrading the entire Ubuntu system.

APT uses a file that lists the ’sources’ from which packages can be obtained. This file 
is /etc/apt/sources.list.

The entries in this file follow this format

deb http://host/ubuntu distribution section1 section2 section3
deb-src http://host/ubuntu distribution section1 section2 section3

The first word on each line, deb or deb-src, indicates the type of archive: whether it 
contains binary packages (deb), that is, the pre-compiled packages that we normally 
use, or source packages (deb-src),

Now we will see available commands for apt-get

Update the list of available packages 

The packaging system uses a private database to keep track of which packages are 
installed, which are not installed and which are available for installation. The apt-get 
program uses this database to find out how to install packages requested by the user 
and to find out which additional packages are needed in order for a selected package 
to work properly.

sudo apt-get update

The following options to apt-get may be useful

-h  This help text.
-d  Download only - do NOT install or unpack archives
-f  Attempt to continue if the integrity check fails
-s  No-act. Perform ordering simulation
-y  Assume Yes to all queries and do not prompt
-u  Show a list of upgraded packages as well

Install a Package Using apt-get

sudo apt-get install packagename
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Example

sudo apt-get install apache2

Reinstall a Package Using apt-get

If you somehow damage an installed package, or simply want the files of a package to 
be reinstalled with the newest version that is available, you can use the --reinstall 
option

sudo apt-get --reinstall install packagename

Example

sudo apt-get --reinstall install apache2

Remove a Package Using apt-get

sudo apt-get remove packagename

Example

sudo apt-get remove apache2

Running apt-get as above will cause the packages to be removed but their 
configuration files, if any, will remain intact on the system. For a complete removal of 
the package

sudo apt-get --purge remove packagename

Example

sudo apt-get --purge remove apache2

Just as in the case of the install method, you can use a symbol with remove to invert 
the meaning for a particular package. In the case of removing, if you add a ‘+’ right 
after the package name, the package will be installed instead of being removed.

sudo apt-get --purge remove packagename+

Example

sudo apt-get --purge remove apache2+

Upgrade Packages
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You can use this command to upgrade packages within the same distribution, as well 
as to upgrade to a new distribution

sudo apt-get -u upgrade

Upgrade to a new release 

sudo apt-get -u dist-upgrade

If you want to upgrade specific package use the following command

sudo apt-get -u install packagename

Example

sudo apt-get -u install apache2

Remove unused package files

When you install a package APT retrieves the needed files from the hosts listed in 
/etc/apt/sources.list, stores them in a local repository (/var/cache/apt/archives/), and 
then proceeds with installation.
In time the local repository can grow and occupy a lot of disk space . Fortunately, 
APT provides tools for managing its local repository.

apt-get clean removes everything except lock files from /var/cache/apt/archives/ 
and /var/cache/apt/archives/partial/. Thus, if you need to reinstall a package APT 
should retrieve it again.

sudo apt-get clean

apt-get autoclean removes only package files that can no longer be downloaded.

sudo apt-get autoclean

Search for specific packge

If you want to search for specific packge use apt-cache. This program is used by the 
APT system for maintaining its database.

Search specific package

sudo apt-cache search packagename

Example

sudo apt-cache search atari
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If you want to get more information about a specific package use the following 
commands

sudo apt-cache show packagename

Example

sudo apt-cache show nagios3

If you want to find out what packages it depends on specific package

sudo apt-cache depends packagename

Example

sudo apt-cache depends nagios3

How to discover to which package a file belongs

If you want to install a package, and you can’t find out what it is called by searching 
with apt-cache, but know the filename of the program itself, or some other filename 
that belongs to the package, then you can use apt-file to find the package name. This is 
done like this:

sudo apt-file search filename

You can also list the contents of a package, by running

sudo apt-file list packagename

apt-file keeps a database of which files all packages contain, just like auto-apt does 
and it needs to be up-to-date. This is done by running:

sudo apt-file update

Downloading source packages

To download a source package, you would use the following command:

sudo  apt-get source packagename

This will download three files: a .orig.tar.gz, a .dsc and a .diff.gz. In the case of 
packages made specifically for ubuntu, the last of these is not downloaded and the 
first usually won’t have “orig” in the name.
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The .dsc file is used by dpkg-source for unpacking the source package into the 
directory packagename-version. Within each downloaded source package there is a 
debian/ directory that contains the files needed for creating the .deb package.

To auto-build the package when it’s been downloaded, just add -b to the command 
line

sudo apt-get -b source packagename

Packages needed for compiling a source package

Normally, specific headers and shared libraries need to be present in order for a source 
package to be compiled. All source packages have a field in their control files called 
‘Build-Depends:’ that indicates which additional packages are needed for the package 
to be built from source. APT has a simple way of downloading these packages.

sudo apt-get build-dep package

Example

sudo apt-get build-dep gmc

Front-ends of APT:-

Several other front-ends to APT exist, which provide more advanced installation 
functions and more intuitive interfaces. These include:

• Synaptic Package Manager  , a GTK+ graphical user interface
• Ubuntu Software Center  , a GTK+ graphical user interface replacement for 

Synaptic
• aptitude  , a versatile alternative to dselect
• KPackage  , part of KDE
• Adept Package Manager  , a graphical user interface for KDE (deb, rpm, bsd)
• PackageKit  , a freedesktop.org frontend.
• gdebi  , a GTK-based tool sponsored for Ubuntu.
• apt-cdrom, to add a new CDROM to APT's list of available sources.lists (list of 

available repositories). It is necessary to use apt-cdrom to add CDs to the APT 
system, it cannot be done by hand.

• apt-zip  , use apt with removable media, specifically USB flash drives.
• apt:foo downloading and installing software by clicking on a web-link 

(experimental) [19]

• gnome-apt is a gtk/GNOME-widget-based graphical front-end.
• Cydia  , an iPhone OS front-end

APT front-ends can:
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• Search for new packages.
• Upgrade packages.
• Install or remove packages.
• Upgrade the whole system to a new release.

APT front-ends can list the dependencies of packages being installed or upgraded, ask 
the administrator if packages recommended or suggested by newly installed packages 
should be installed too, automatically install dependencies and perform other 
operations on the system such as removing obsolete files and packages.

Back to Content..
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 USER MANAGEMENT IN LINUX

Every user who has access to a Linux system needs a login and a password. Each 
user must belong to a primary group and for security or access purposes can belong 
to several secondary groups.

In order to create new logins, modify or delete users, you must already be logged in 
as root.  The root login is the highest level and only certain individuals should have 
access to the root account.

useradd - Adding a new user

Options: 

• -d home directory
• -s starting program (shell)
• -p password
• -g (primary group assigned to the users)
• -G (Other groups the user belongs to)
• -m (Create the user's home directory

Example: To add a new user with

• a primary group of users
• a second group mgmt
• starting shell /bin/bash
• password of xxxx
• home directory of roger
• create home directory
• a login name of roger

useradd -gusers -Gmgmt -s/bin/shell -pxxxx -d/home/roger -m roger 

usermod - Modifying existing user 

Options:

• -d home directory
• -s starting program (shell)
• -p password
• -g (primary group assigned to the users)
• -G (Other groups the user belongs to)
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Example: To add the group 'others' to the user roger

usermod -Gothers roger 

userdel - Deleting a user 

Options:

• -r (remove home directory)

Example: To remove the user 'roger' and his home directory

userdel -r roger 

passwd - User's Password

Options: 

• user's name (Only required if you are root and want to change another 
user's password)

Example: To change the password for the account you are currently logged in 
as...

passwd
Enter existing password
Enter new password
Enter new password again (to validate)

Example: To change the password for the user 'roger' (only you are logged in 
as root)...

passwd roger
Enter existing password (can be either roger's password or root's password)
Enter new password
Enter new password again (to validate)

Where user and group information stored 

User names and primary groups are stored in /etc/passwd. This file can be 
directly edited using the 'vi' editor, although this is not recommended. Format 
of the file is...
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• User (name normally all lower case)
• Password (encrypted - only contains the letter 'x')
• User ID (a unique number of each user)
• Primary Group ID
• Comment (Normally the person's full name)
• Home directory (normally /home/<user name>
• Default shell (normally /bin/bash)

Each field is separated by a colon.

Passwords for each user are stored in /etc/shadow. This file should only be 
changed using the passwd command.

Group information is stored in /etc/group. This file can be directly edited 
using the 'vi' editor. Format of the file is...

• Group name
• Group password (hardly ever used)
• Group ID
• User names (separated by commas)

Each field is separated by a colon.

Default files

When a new user is created, the default files and directories that are created 
are stored in /etc/skel.

This directory can be modified to fit your needs. Modifications only effect new 
users and does not change anything for existing users.

su - Switch User 

To switch to another user, use the su command. This is most commonly used 
to switch to the root account.

Example: To switch to root account...
su
Enter root's passwd

Example: To switch to the user 'roger'...
su roger
Enter roger's or root's passwd

To return to original user, enter exit
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Permissions

Every directory or file in the Linux file system contains settings for who can read, 
write or execute the file. These settings are called permissions. Each file or directory 
is assigned to a specific user and group.

Permissions 

Each file or directory has 3 security groups...

• Owner (Each file or directory has a specific owner or creator)
• Group Access (Each file or directory is assigned to a specific group)
• All Others (If a user is not the owner or is not assigned to the group, 

they are considered in the other category)

Each security group has 3 flags that control the access status

• Flag 1 = read
• Flag 2 = write
• Flag 3 = execute (pertains to shell scripts or execute programs only) 

They are listed as 'rwx' or a "-" if the access is turned off.

To view the permissions, you use the ls -l command. For each file or directory 
listed, you will see the permissions, owner and group name, and file or 
directory name.

Examples What it means
-
rwxrwxrwx

read, write and executable for owner, group 
and all others

-rwxrwx--- read, write and executable for owner, group 
only

-rwx------ read, write and executable for owner only
-rw-rw-rw read and write for owner, group and all others
-rwxr-xr-x read, write and executable by owner, only read 

and executable by group and others
-rw-r--r- read and write by owner, read only for group 

and all others
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chmod - Changing Permissions 

To change the permissions, the command chmod is used.

Options What it does
u, g, o or all Whose permission you are changing: user, 

group, other or all
+ or - Type of change: add permission or subtract 

permission
combination of r , 
w or x

which permission you are changing: read, 
write or execute

file or directory name of file or directory to change

Examples What it does
chmod go-w thisfile remove write access for group and others for the 

file 'thisfile'
chmod go+rw file1 
file2

add read and write access for group and others 
for files 'file1' and 'file2'

chmod ugo+rwx file1 add read, write and execute for everyone for 
'file1'.

chown - Changing Owner 

To change the owner of a file or directory, the command chown is used.

Command: chown username <file or directory> 

Example: To change the owner of 'file1' and 'file2' to the user 'roger'

chown roger file1 file2

chgrp - Changing Group 

To change the group of a file or directory, the command 'chgrp' is used.

Command: chgrp 

Example: To change the group of 'file1' and 'file2' to the group 'mgmt'
chgrp mgmt file1 file2

Back to Content..
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RLOGIN

• What is rlogin

Short for remote login, which establishes a remote connection from your terminal to a 
remote machine.

• Description:-

Remote login. rlogin connects the terminal on the current local host system to the 
remote host system rhost. The remote terminal type is the same as your local terminal 
type. The terminal or window size is also copied to the remote system if the server 
supports it. Though use of rlogin has generally been replaced with ssh, which offers 
better security.

• Syntax

rlogin [-8] [-E] [-L] [-ec] [ -l username ] hostname

-8 The -8 option allows an eight-bit input data path at all times; otherwise 
parity bits are stripped except when the remote side's stop and start 
characters are other than ^S/^Q . 

-E Stop any character from being recognized as an escape character.

-L The -L option allows the rlogin session to be run in ``litout'' mode.

-ec Specify a different escape character, c, for the line used to disconnect 
from the remote host.

-l username Specify a different username for the remote login. If you do not use this 
option, the remote username used is the same as your local username.

Hostname The remote machine on which rlogin establishes the remote login session.

-e

The -e option allows user specification of the escape character, which is 
``~'' by default. This specification may be as a literal character, or as an 
octal value in the form \nnn. 
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NOTE:-      A line of the form ``<escape char>.'' disconnects from the remote host. 
Similarly, the line ``<escape char>^Z'' will suspend the rlogin session, and ``<escape 
char><delayed-suspend char>'' suspends the send portion of the rlogin, but allows 
output from the remote system. By default, the tilde (``~'') character is the escape 
character, and normally control-Y (``^Y'') is the delayed-suspend character.

All echoing takes place at the remote site, so that (except for delays) the rlogin is 
transparent. Flow control via ^S/^Q and flushing of input and output on interrupts are 
handled properly.

Examples

rlogin -l hope domain.com - would login as user hope to the domain 
domain.com.

Back to Content..
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TELNET
What is Telnet?

Telnet (teletype network) is a network protocol used on the Internet or local area networks to 
provide a bidirectional interactive communications facility. Typically, telnet provides access 
to a command-line interface on a remote host via a virtual terminal connection which consists 
of an 8-bit byte oriented data connection over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). User 
data is interspersed in-band with TELNET control information. 

Syntax:

telnet [-8EFKLacdfrx ] [-X authtype ] [-b hostalias ] [-e 
escapechar ] [-k realm ] [-l user ] [-n tracefile ] [host [port ] ]

Description: 

The telnet command is used to communicate with another host using the TELNET protocol. 
If telnet is invoked without the host argument, it enters command mode, indicated by its 
prompt (telnet> ) In this mode, it accepts and executes the commands listed below. If it is 
invoked with arguments, it performs an open command with those arguments.

The options are as follows:

-8

Specifies an 8-bit data path. This causes an attempt to negotiate the TELNET BINARY 
option on both input and output.

-E

Stops any character from being recognized as an escape character.

-F

If Kerberos V5 authentication is being used, the -F option allows the local credentials to be 
forwarded to the remote system, including any credentials that have already been forwarded 
into the local environment.

-K

Specifies no automatic login to the remote system.

-L

Specifies an 8-bit data path on output. This causes the BINARY option to be negotiated on 
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output.

-X atype

Disables the atype type of authentication.

-a

Attempt automatic login. Currently, this sends the user name via the USER variable of the 
ENVIRON option if supported by the remote system. The name used is that of the current 
user as returned by getlogin if it agrees with the current user ID, otherwise it is the name 
associated with the user ID.

-b hostalias

Uses bind on the local socket to bind it to an aliased address or to the address of another 
interface than the one naturally chosen by connect. This can be useful when connecting to 
services which use IP addresses for authentication and reconfiguration of the server is 
undesirable (or impossible).

-c

Disables the reading of the user's .telnetrc file. 

-d

Sets the initial value of the debug toggle to TRUE

-e escapechar

Sets the initial telnet escape character to escapechar If escapechar is omitted, then there will 
be no escape character.

-f

If Kerberos V5 authentication is being used, the -f option allows the local credentials to be 
forwarded to the remote system.

-k realm

If Kerberos authentication is being used, the -k option requests that telnet obtain tickets for 
the remote host in realm realm instead of the remote host's realm, as determined by 
krb_realmofhost3.

-l user

When connecting to the remote system, if the remote system understands the ENVIRON 
option, then user will be sent to the remote system as the value for the variable USER. This 
option implies the -a option. This option may also be used with the open command.
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-n tracefile

Opens tracefile for recording trace information. See the set tracefile command below.

-r

Specifies a user interface similar to rlogin. In this mode, the escape character is set to the tilde 
(~) character, unless modified by the -e option.

-x

Turns on encryption of the data stream if possible.

host

Indicates the official name, an alias, or the Internet address of a remote host.

port

Indicates a port number (address of an application). If a number is not specified, the default 
telnet port is used.

When in rlogin mode, a line of the form ~. disconnects from the remote host; ~ is the telnet 
escape character. Similarly, the line ~^Z suspends the telnet session. The line ~^] escapes to 
the normal telnet escape prompt.

Once a connection has been opened, telnet will attempt to enable the TELNET 
LINEMODEoption. If this fails, telnet will revert to one of two input modes: either 
``character at a time'' or ``old line by line'' depending on what the remote system supports.

When LINEMODE is enabled, character processing is done on the local system, under the 
control of the remote system. When input editing or character echoing is to be disabled, the 
remote system will relay that information. The remote system will also relay changes to any 
special characters that happen on the remote system, so that they can take effect on the local 
system.

In ``character at a time'' mode, most text typed is immediately sent to the remote host for 
processing.

In ``old line by line'' mode, all text is echoed locally, and (normally) only completed lines are 
sent to the remote host. The ``local echo character'' (initially ``^E'') may be used to turn off 
and on the local echo (this would mostly be used to enter passwords without the password 
being echoed).

If the LINEMODE option is enabled, or if the localchars toggle is TRUE (the default for 
``old line by line''; see below), the user's quit intr and flush characters are trapped locally, 
and sent as TELNET protocol sequences to the remote side. If LINEMODE has ever been 
enabled, then the user's susp and eof are also sent as TELNET protocol sequences, 
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andquit is sent as a TELNET ABORT instead of BREAK There are options 
(see toggle autoflushand toggle autosynch below) which cause this action to flush 
subsequent output to the terminal (until the remote host acknowledges 
the TELNET sequence) and flush previous terminal input (in the case of quit and intr )

While connected to a remote host, telnet command mode may be entered by typing 
thetelnet ``escape character'' (initially ``^]''). When in command mode, the normal terminal 
editing conventions are available. Note that the escape character will return to the command 
mode of the initial invocation of telnet that has the controlling terminal. Use thesend 
escape command to switch to command mode in subsequent telnet processes on remote 
hosts.

The following telnet commands are available. Only enough of each command to uniquely 
identify it need be typed (this is also true for arguments to 
the mode set toggle unset slcenviron and display commands).

auth argument [... ]

The auth command manipulates the information sent through the TELNET 
AUTHENTICATE option. Valid arguments for the auth command are as follows:

disable type

Disables the specified type of authentication. To obtain a list of available types, use 
the auth disable ? command.

enable type

Enables the specified type of authentication. To obtain a list of available types, use 
the auth enable ? command.

status

Lists the current status of the various types of authentication.

close

Close a TELNET session and return to command mode.

display argument [... ]

Displays all, or some, of the set and toggle values (see below).

encrypt argument [... ]

The encrypt command manipulates the information sent through the TELNET 
ENCRYPT option.

Valid arguments for the encrypt command are as follows:
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disable type [input|output]

Disables the specified type of encryption. If you omit input and output both input 
and output are disabled. To obtain a list of available types, use theencrypt 
disable ? command.

            enable type [input|output]

Enables the specified type of encryption. If you omit input and output both input 
and output are enabled. To obtain a list of available types, use the encrypt 
enable ? command.

            input

This is the same as the encrypt start input command.

            -input

This is the same as the encrypt stop input command.

            output

This is the same as the encrypt start output command.

            -output

This is the same as the encrypt stop output command.

            start [input|output]

Attempts to start encryption. If you omit input and output both input and output 
are enabled. To obtain a list of available types, use the encrypt enable ?command.

            status

Lists the current status of encryption.

           stop [input|output]

Stops encryption. If you omit input and output encryption is on both input and 
output.

            type type

Sets the default type of encryption to be used with later encrypt start orencrypt 
stop commands.

environ arguments [... ]

The environ command is used to manipulate the variables that may be sent through 
the TELNET ENVIRON option. The initial set of variables is taken from the users 
environment, with only the DISPLAY and PRINTER variables being exported by 
default. The USER variable is also exported if the -a or -l options are used.
Valid arguments for the environ command are:

define variable value

Define the variable variable to have a value of value Any variables defined by this 
command are automatically exported. The value may be enclosed in single or 
double quotes so that tabs and spaces may be included.
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undefine variable

Remove variable from the list of environment variables.

                            export variable

Mark the variable variable to be exported to the remote side.

                            unexport variable

Mark the variable variable to not be exported unless explicitly asked for by the 
remote side.

                             list

List the current set of environment variables. Those marked with a * will be sent 
automatically, other variables will only be sent if explicitly requested.

                              ?

Prints out help information for the environ command.

logout

Sends the TELNET LOGOUT option to the remote side. This command is similar 
to aclose command; however, if the remote side does not support 
the LOGOUT option, nothing happens. If, however, the remote side does support 
the LOGOUT option, this command should cause the remote side to close 
the TELNET connection. If the remote side also supports the concept of 
suspending a user's session for later reattachment, the logout argument indicates 
that you should terminate the session immediately.

             mode type

type is one of several options, depending on the state of the TELNET session. The 
remote host is asked for permission to go into the requested mode. If the remote 
host is capable of entering that mode, the requested mode will be entered.

            character

Disable the TELNET LINEMODE option, or, if the remote side does not 
understand the LINEMODE option, then enter ``character at a time'' mode.

line

Enable the TELNET LINEMODE option, or, if the remote side does not 
understand the LINEMODE option, then attempt to enter ``old-line-by-line'' mode.

                           isig (-isig )

Attempt to enable (disable) the TRAPSIG mode of the LINEMODE option. This 
requires that the LINEMODE option be enabled.

                           edit (-edit )

Attempt to enable (disable) the EDIT mode of the LINEMODE option. This 
requires that the LINEMODE option be enabled.

                           softtabs (-softtabs )

Attempt to enable (disable) the SOFT_TAB mode of the LINEMODE option. This 
requires that the LINEMODE option be enabled.
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                            litecho (-litecho )

Attempt to enable (disable) the LIT_ECHO mode of the LINEMODE option. This 
requires that the LINEMODE option be enabled.

                              ?

Prints out help information for the mode command.

open host [-l user ] [[- ] port ]
Open a connection to the named host. If no port number is specified, telnet will 
attempt to contact a TELNET server at the default port. The host specification may 
be either a host name or an Internet address specified in the ``dot notation''. The 
-l option may be used to specify the user name to be passed to the remote system via 
the ENVIRON option. When connecting to a non-standard port, telnet omits any 
automatic initiation of TELNET options. When the port number is preceded by a 
minus sign, the initial option negotiation is done. After establishing a connection, the 
file .telnetrc in the user's home directory is opened. Lines beginning with a ``#'' are 
comment lines. Blank lines are ignored. Lines that begin without whitespace are the 
start of a machine entry. The first thing on the line is the name of the machine that is 
being connected to. The rest of the line, and successive lines that begin with 
whitespace are assumed to be telnet commands and are processed as if they had been 
typed in manually to the telnet command prompt.

quit
Close any open TELNET session and exit telnet An end-of-file (in command mode) 
will also close a session and exit.

send arguments

Sends one or more special character sequences to the remote host. The following are the 
arguments which may be specified (more than one argument may be specified at a time):

abort

Sends the TELNET ABORT (Abort processes) sequence.

ao

Sends the TELNET AO (Abort Output) sequence, which should cause the remote system 
to flush all output from the remote system to the user's terminal.

ayt

Sends the TELNET AYT (Are You There) sequence, to which the remote system may or 
may not choose to respond.

brk

Sends the TELNET BRK (Break) sequence, which may have significance to the remote 
system.

ec

Sends the TELNET EC (Erase Character) sequence, which should cause the remote 
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system to erase the last character entered.

el

Sends the TELNET EL (Erase Line) sequence, which should cause the remote system to 
erase the line currently being entered.

eof

Sends the TELNET EOF (End Of File) sequence.

eor

Sends the TELNET EOR (End of Record) sequence.

escape

Sends the current telnet escape character (initially ``^]'').

ga

Sends the TELNET GA (Go Ahead) sequence, which likely has no significance to the 
remote system.

getstatus

If the remote side supports the TELNET STATUS command, getstatus will send the 
subnegotiation to request that the server send its current option status.

ip

Sends the TELNET IP (Interrupt Process) sequence, which should cause the remote 
system to abort the currently running process.

nop

Sends the TELNET NOP (No OPeration) sequence.

susp

Sends the TELNET SUSP (SUSPend process) sequence.

synch

Sends the TELNET SYNCH sequence. This sequence causes the remote system to discard 
all previously typed (but not yet read) input. This sequence is sent asTCP urgent data (and 
may not work if the remote system is a BSD 4.2 system -- if it doesn't work, a lower case 
``r'' may be echoed on the terminal).

do cmd

Sends the TELNET DO cmd sequence. cmd can be either a decimal number between 0 
and 255, or a symbolic name for a specific TELNET command. cmdcan also be 
either help or ? to print out help information, including a list of known symbolic names.

dont cmd

Sends the TELNET DONT cmd sequence. cmd can be either a decimal number between 0 
and 255, or a symbolic name for a specific TELNET command. cmdcan also be 
either help or ? to print out help information, including a list of known symbolic names.

will cmd

Sends the TELNET WILL cmd sequence. cmd can be either a decimal number between 0 
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and 255, or a symbolic name for a specific TELNET command. cmdcan also be 
either help or ? to print out help information, including a list of known symbolic names.

wont cmd

Sends the TELNET WONT cmd sequence. cmd can be either a decimal number between 
0 and 255, or a symbolic name for a specific TELNET command. cmdcan also be 
either help or ? to print out help information, including a list of known symbolic names.

?

Prints out help information for the send command.

set argument value
unset argument value

The set command will set any one of a number of telnet variables to a specific value 
or to TRUE The special value off turns off the function associated with the variable; 
this is equivalent to using the unset command. The unset command will disable or set 
to FALSE any of the specified functions. The values of variables may be interrogated 
with the display command. The variables which may be set or unset, but not toggled, 
are listed here. In addition, any of the variables for the toggle command may be 
explicitly set or unset using the set and unset commands.

ayt
If TELNET is in localchars mode, or LINEMODE is enabled, and the status 
character is typed, a TELNET AYT sequence (see send ayt preceding) is sent to the 
remote host. The initial value for the "Are You There" character is the terminal's 
status character.

echo
This is the value (initially ``^E'') which, when in ``line by line'' mode, toggles between 
doing local echoing of entered characters (for normal processing), and suppressing 
echoing of entered characters (for entering, say, a password).

eof
If telnet is operating in LINEMODE or ``old line by line'' mode, entering this 
character as the first character on a line will cause this character to be sent to the 
remote system. The initial value of the eof character is taken to be the 
terminal's eof character.

erase
If telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below), and if telnet is 
operating in ``character at a time'' mode, then when this character is typed, aTELNET 
EC sequence (see send ec above) is sent to the remote system. The initial value for 
the erase character is taken to be the terminal's erasecharacter.

escape
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This is the telnet escape character (initially ``^['') which causes entry 
intotelnet command mode (when connected to a remote system).

flushoutput
If telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below) and 
theflushoutput character is typed, a TELNET AO sequence (see send ao above) is 
sent to the remote host. The initial value for the flush character is taken to be the 
terminal's flush character.

forw1
forw2

If TELNET is operating in LINEMODE these are the characters that, when typed, 
cause partial lines to be forwarded to the remote system. The initial value for the 
forwarding characters are taken from the terminal's eol and eol2 characters.

interrupt
If telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below) and 
the interruptcharacter is typed, a TELNET IP sequence (see send ip above) is sent 
to the remote host. The initial value for the interrupt character is taken to be the 
terminal's intr character.

kill
If telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below), and if telnet is 
operating in ``character at a time'' mode, then when this character is typed, aTELNET 
EL sequence (see send el above) is sent to the remote system. The initial value for 
the kill character is taken to be the terminal's kill character.

lnext
If telnet is operating in LINEMODE or ``old line by line'' mode, then this character 
is taken to be the terminal's lnext character. The initial value for thelnext character is 
taken to be the terminal's lnext character.

quit
If telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below) and the quitcharacter is 
typed, a TELNET BRK sequence (see send brk above) is sent to the remote host. 
The initial value for the quit character is taken to be the terminal's quit character.

reprint
If telnet is operating in LINEMODE or old line by line'' mode, then this character is 
taken to be the terminal's reprint character. The initial value for the reprintcharacter 
is taken to be the terminal's reprint character.

rlogin
This is the rlogin escape character. If set, the normal TELNET escape character is 
ignored unless it is preceded by this character at the beginning of a line. This 
character, at the beginning of a line, followed by a "." closes the connection; when 
followed by a ^Z it suspends the telnet command. The initial state is to disable 
the rlogin escape character.
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start
If the TELNET TOGGLE-FLOW-CONTROL option has been enabled, then this 
character is taken to be the terminal's start character. The initial value for 
thestart character is taken to be the terminal's start character.

stop

If the TELNET TOGGLE-FLOW-CONTROL option has been enabled, then this 
character is taken to be the terminal's stop character. The initial value for 
thestop character is taken to be the terminal's stop character.

susp

If telnet is in localchars mode, or LINEMODE is enabled, and the suspendcharacter 
is typed, a TELNET SUSP sequence (see send susp above) is sent to the remote 
host. The initial value for the suspend character is taken to be the 
terminal's suspend character.

tracefile

This is the file to which the output, caused by netdata or option tracing 
beingTRUE will be written. If it is set to ``- '' then tracing information will be written 
to standard output (the default).

worderase

If telnet is operating in LINEMODE or ``old line by line'' mode, then this character 
is taken to be the terminal's worderase character. The initial value for 
the worderase character is taken to be the terminal's worderase character.

?

Displays the legal set (unset ) commands.

skey sequence challenge
The skey command computes a response to the S/Key challenge. 

slc state

The slc command (Set Local Characters) is used to set or change the state of the 
special characters when the TELNET LINEMODE option has been enabled. Special 
characters are characters that get mapped to TELNET commands sequences 
(like ipor quit or line editing characters (like erase and kill ) By default, the local 
special characters are exported.

check
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Verify the current settings for the current special characters. The remote side is 
requested to send all the current special character settings, and if there are any 
discrepancies with the local side, the local side will switch to the remote value.

export

Switch to the local defaults for the special characters. The local default characters are 
those of the local terminal at the time when telnet was started.

import
Switch to the remote defaults for the special characters. The remote default characters 
are those of the remote system at the time when the TELNETconnection was 
established.

?
Prints out help information for the slc command.

status
Show the current status of telnet This includes the peer one is connected to, as well as 
the current mode.

toggle arguments [... ]

Toggle (between TRUE and FALSE various flags that control 
how telnet responds to events. These flags may be set explicitly 
to TRUE or FALSE using the set and unsetcommands listed above. More 
than one argument may be specified. The state of these flags may be 
interrogated with the display command. Valid arguments are:

authdebug
Turns on debugging information for the authentication code.

autoflush
If autoflush and localchars are both TRUE then when 
the ao or quit characters are recognized (and transformed 
into TELNET sequences; see set above for details), telnet refuses to 
display any data on the user's terminal until the remote system 
acknowledges (via a TELNET TIMING MARK option) that it has 
processed those TELNET sequences. The initial value for this toggle 
is TRUE if the terminal user had not done an "stty noflsh", 
otherwise FALSE.

autodecrypt
When the TELNET ENCRYPT option is negotiated, by default the actual 
encryption (decryption) of the data stream does not start automatically. 
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Theautoencrypt (autodecrypt ) command states that encryption of the 
output (input) stream should be enabled as soon as possible.

autologin
If the remote side supports the TELNET 
AUTHENTICATION option TELNETattempts to use it to perform 
automatic authentication. If theAUTHENTICATION option is not 
supported, the user's login name are propagated through the TELNET 
ENVIRON option. This command is the same as specifying a option on 
the open command.

autosynch
If autosynch and localchars are both TRUE then when either 
the intr or quitcharacter is typed (see set above for descriptions of 
the intr and quitcharacters), the resulting TELNET sequence sent is 
followed by the TELNET SYNCH sequence. This procedure should cause 
the remote system to begin throwing away all previously typed input until 
both of the TELNET sequences have been read and acted upon. The initial 
value of this toggle is FALSE

binary
Enable or disable the TELNET BINARY option on both input and output.

inbinary
Enable or disable the TELNET BINARY option on input.

outbinary
Enable or disable the TELNET BINARY option on output.

crlf
If this is TRUE then carriage returns will be sent as If this is FALSE then 
carriage returns will be send as The initial value for this toggle is FALSE

crmod
Toggle carriage return mode. When this mode is enabled, most carriage 
return characters received from the remote host will be mapped into a 
carriage return followed by a line feed. This mode does not affect those 
characters typed by the user, only those received from the remote host. This 
mode is not very useful unless the remote host only sends carriage return, 
but never line feeds. The initial value for this toggle is FALSE

debug
Toggles socket level debugging (useful only to the superuser). The initial 
value for this toggle is FALSE

enc
deb
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ug
Turns on debugging information for the encryption code.

localchars

If this is TRUE then the flush interrupt quit erase and kill characters 
(see setabove) are recognized locally, and transformed into (hopefully) 
appropriateTELNET control sequences 
(respectively ao ip brk ec and el see send above). The initial value for this 
toggle is TRUE in ``old line by line'' mode, and FALSE in ``character at a 
time'' mode. When the LINEMODE option is enabled, the value 
of localchars is ignored, and assumed to always 
be TRUE If LINEMODE has ever been enabled, then quit is sent 
as abort and eof and suspend are sent aseof and susp (see send above).

netdata

Toggles the display of all network data (in hexadecimal format). The initial 
value for this toggle is FALSE

options

Toggles the display of some internal telnet protocol processing (having to 
do with TELNET options). The initial value for this toggle is FALSE

prettydump

When the netdata toggle is enabled, if prettydump is enabled the output 
from the netdata command will be formatted in a more user readable 
format. Spaces are put between each character in the output, and the 
beginning of anyTELNET escape sequence is preceded by a '*' to aid in 
locating them.

skiprc

When the skiprc toggle is TRUE TELNET skips the reading of the .telnetrc 
file in the user's home directory when connections are opened. The initial 
value for this toggle is FALSE

termdata

Toggles the display of all terminal data (in hexadecimal format). The initial 
value for this toggle is FALSE

verbose_encrypt
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When the verbose_encrypt toggle is TRUE telnet prints out a message 
each time encryption is enabled or disabled. The initial value for this toggle 
is FALSE

?

Displays the legal toggle commands.

z
Suspend telnet This command only works when the user is using the csh.

! [command ]
Execute a single command in a subshell on the local system. If command is 
omitted, then an interactive subshell is invoked.

? [command ]
Get help. With no arguments, telnet prints a help summary. If a command is 
specified,telnet will print the help information for just that command.

Back to Content..
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Install Applications in Ubuntu 
without Internet

Though this guide is written for users who do not have Internet access at one place but 
can access it somewhere else, if your Internet enabled box is a Linux box then you do 
not have to go through the steps provided in this guide (Please refer the comments 
section). If your Internet enabled box is a Windows/Mac and if you cannot install any 
emulators on it, then this guide is for you. 

Without an Internet connection, installing applications in Linux is a nightmare because of 
package dependencies. The aim of this guide is to help install applications in Ubuntu 
(should work with all apt based distribution with minimal modifications) when there is no 
internet connection is available. As Synaptic is used to generate the download script, all 
the dependency problems will be managed automatically.

Pre-requisites:

1. Access to an internet connection at a different place from/to where you can copy files.

2. Synaptic Package Manager.

Introduction to APT Repositories:

APT repositories contain packages and meta information about packages and 
repositories. In Ubuntu, the APT repository sources are maintained under the directory 
"/etc/apt". The official Ubuntu repository is defined as follows (in the file 
/etc/apt/sources.list).

deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy universe restricted multiverse main

Explanation:

deb: Repository Type - binary(pre compiled) / deb-src(source).

http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/: URI of the repository

hardy: Distribution version

universe restricted multiverse main: Repository categories

All package information is stored in the Packages.gz. This file will be present in every 
repository category.

Installing Applications:

When the command 'apt-get update' is issued or the 'reload package information' is 
requested through a GUI package manager, it will download the Package.gz (and other 
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files) and update the repository details. We'll follow the below steps to install the 
applications.

We'll use "machine1" to denote the PC where no internet is available and "machine2" for 
the internet enabled PC.

• Download the Package.gz files manually for every repository category(machine2).
• Copy the files to machine1 and set up local repositories.
• Generate download script using Synaptic.
• Modify the script with actual package URLs.
• Download the packages in the script (machine2).
• Transfer them to machine1 and install.

The steps 1 to 4 are performed in "machine1".

STEP 1: Backup the sources.list file.

user@user-laptop:~$ sudo cp /etc/apt/sources.list /home/user/

STEP 2: List all the Ubuntu repositories that are enabled.

user@user-laptop:~$ sudo cat /etc/apt/sources.list|grep ^deb

The output for me looked like this:

deb http://archive.canonical.com/ubuntu hardy partner
deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy universe restricted multiverse main
deb http://security.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy-security universe multiverse restricted 
main
deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy-updates universe multiverse restricted 
main
deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy-proposed universe multiverse restricted 
main
deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy-backports universe multiverse restricted 
main

We will be using only the "deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy universe 
restricted multiverse main" Ubuntu repository in this guide. You can use as many 
repositories as you want.

Copy the "deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy universe restricted multiverse 
main" to a text file(temp_work.txt). 

STEP 3: Using third-Party Repositories: 

We can also use third party repositories like "medibuntu". To get the package 
information for medibuntu, open

Synaptic-->settings-->repositories-->Third-part Software.

Select the medibuntu repository and "Edit". 

Copy the URI/Distribution/Components and paste it in the text file we used in STEP 2. 
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The copied information will look like 

http://packages.medibuntu.org/ hardy free non-free 

STEP 4: Disabling all the repositories:

Now uncheck all the repositories under "ubuntu software", "third-party software" and 
"updates" in repository manager and reload the package information in Synaptic. 
Synaptic will now list only the installed packages. You can see the total number of 
"listed" and "installed" packages in the below screen shot.

STEP 5: Find the Packages.gz file URLs:

As we have the repository information with us, we will form the URLs to download the 
Packages.gz files. The text file temp_work.txt has two repositories.

The Ubuntu official repository "deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy universe 
restricted multiverse main" has four categories (universe restricted multiverse main). So 
we have four URLs from where we need to download the Packages.gz files.

The package file for the repository "http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy main" will 
reside in the directory "http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/main/binary-
i386/"

http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/: Repository URI

dists/hardy/main/binary-i386/: Location of the package file for the hardy i386 
architecture(you need to change "binary-i386" part if your arch is different). You can find 
the directory name for your arch under the directory 
"http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/main/".

Following are the URLs for other categories.
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http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/multiverse/binary-i386/ 
http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/restricted/binary-i386/ 
http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/universe/binary-i386/ 

For Medibuntu: (http://packages.medibuntu.org/ hardy free non-free)

http://packages.medibuntu.org/dists/hardy/free/binary-i386/ 
http://packages.medibuntu.org/dists/hardy/non-free/binary-i386/ 

STEP 6: Create local directories and download the Packages.gz files:

Create local directories as follows in "machine2" and download the Packages.gz file to its 
corresponding directories. I'm assuming that both computers use Linux and both have 
the user user (/home/user).

URL: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/main/binary-i386/Packages.gz
Location: /home/user/local_repositories/dists/hardy/main/binary-i386/Packages.gz

URL: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/multiverse/binary-i386/Packages.gz
Location: /home/user/local_repositories/dists/hardy/multiverse/binary-i386/Packages.gz

URL: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/restricted/binary-i386/Packages.gz
Location: /home/user/local_repositories/dists/hardy/restricted/binary-i386/Packages.gz

URL: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/dists/hardy/universe/binary-i386/Packages.gz
Location: /home/user/local_repositories/dists/hardy/universe/binary-i386/Packages.gz

URL: http://packages.medibuntu.org/dists/hardy/free/binary-i386/Packages.gz
Location: /home/user/local_repositories/dists/medibuntu/free/binary-i386/Packages.gz

URL: http://packages.medibuntu.org/dists/hardy/non-free/binary-i386/Packages.gz
Location: /home/user/local_repositories/dists/medibuntu/non-free/binary-
i386/Packages.gz

STEP 7: Transfer the downloaded files to "machine1": 

Copy the "local_repositories" directory from "machine2" to the "machine1". The directory 
structure for the example we are using will look like this.
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STEP 8: Add local repositories to Synaptic:

We need to add two repositories in Synaptic.

Open Synaptic--->settings-->repositories--->Third-party Software-->Add.

To add the "deb http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/ hardy universe restricted multiverse 
main" repository, enter

deb file:///home/user/local_repositories/ hardy main multiverse restricted universe

For the "deb http://packages.medibuntu.org/ hardy free non-free" repository,

deb file:///home/user/local_repositories/ medibuntu free non-free

We need to reload Synaptic. Synaptic will download all the Packages.gz files and update 
the package information if everything is fine. As you can see from the below screen shot, 
the available packages have been increased to 24843 from 1428.

STEP 9: Generate the download script:
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Select the applications you want to install with all its dependencies. I've used "mythtv" 
and "googleearth" for this example. After marking all the required applications, go to 
File-->Generate file download script and save the script.

STEP 10: Replace the local repositories with actual URLs:

user@user-laptop:~$ sudo edit "saved download script filename" 

Replace the "file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/main/" with actual URL for the 
repository category "main" which is "http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/main/".

http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/: Repository URI (which you can get from the 
temp_work.txt 

pool : Repository directory

main : Repository category

In the same way for all the repository categories, change the local file location to URL 
and save the file.

Find: file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/main/
Replace: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/main/

Find: file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/multiverse/
Replace: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/multiverse/

Find: file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/restricted/
Replace: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/restricted/

Find: file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/universe/
Replace: http://archive.ubuntu.com/ubuntu/pool/universe/ 

Medibuntu: 

Find: file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/non-free/
Replace: http://packages.medibuntu.org/pool/non-free/

Find: file:///home/user/local_repositories/pool/free/
Replace: http://packages.medibuntu.org/pool/free/ 
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STEP 11: Download the ".deb" files and transfer:

Download all the ".deb" files in the file which we generated in STEP 10 in "machine2". 
You can use fdm download manager if "machine2" is a windows box to download all files 
in a file.

Copy the downloaded files to "/var/cache/apt/archives/" directory in "machine1".

user@user-laptop:~$ sudo cp *.deb packages /var/cache/apt/archives/ 

STEP 12: Install the applications: 

Open Synaptic and mark the applications downloaded (in our case "mythtv' and 
"googleearth") and install them. The summary before installation should show "0 B have 
to be downloaded" (which means all packages are available).

Final Thoughts: 

You can use a shell script to automate most of these steps. You should use a faster 
mirror while downloading these packages rather than using the Ubuntu main server. 

Back to Content..
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• LINUX: The Complete Reference [6th Edition] by McGraw-
Hill

• Introduction to Linux [A Hands on Guide] by Machtelt 
Garrels

• http://www.wikipedia.org/

• http://www.ahinc.com/

• http://www.informit.com/

• http://www.softpedia.com/

• http://www.ubuntugeek.com/

• http://ubuntuforums.org/

• http://www.thegeekstuff.com

• http://www.computerhope.com

• http://www.about.com

• http://www.planetoss.com

Back to Content..
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	15. Show line number while displaying the output using grep -n



